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Experience has demonstrated the effectiveness of Value
Engineering in reducing cost without compromising the quality
and reliability of defense hardware.
This Handbook has-been
developed to aid Governrmeat activities and contractors in
expanding and accelerating their Value Engineering programs to
achieve meaningful cost reductions.
Value Engineering can be expected to realize its

full

potential only when it is related to management objectives.
Accordingly, this Handbook is addressed to managers as well as
to value engineers. It will have served its purpose if it
energizes action by management to capitalize on Value Engineering concepts and techniques and at the same time provides guidance to specialists in applying Value Engineering procedures.
Value Engineering is maturing rapidly in terms of both
perspective and methodology.
This Handbook, an initial
effort,
w.l. theefore b
vsed fom time to ti-m to incorporate new

concepts and developients.

THOMAS D. MOERIS

Assistant Secretary of Defense

(Installations & Logistics)
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PREFACE
The Departn
of Defense is placing increased emphasis on the need for
major cost reduction efforts by all who play a part in the Nation's defense
effort. One of the important techniques designed to achieve such results is

value engineering.
Tihe existence of at well-manariged, effective V.E. program is vitally impor-

tant to contractor

Govenment alike, Suitable rewards snd
are provided for

those who achieve significant results. For defense contractors, the reward. for
effective value engineering efforts, is increased profit on existing business and

an improved compeitiw position in obtaining new business. For DOD indutrial and procurement activities, the reward for effective value engineering
efforts is an increased contribution toward cost reduction goals and an opportunity to demonstrate increased efficiency.
Suggestions for improvement of this handbook should be addressed to the
Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Installations and Logistics),
Washington 25, D.C.
ill
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Chapter I
VALUE ENGINEERING DEFINED

Introduction

Value

No olito v'an om.,v (i e nierd for more cost consciousness in thtc design, developmlent, production
and matintenance of national defense equipment.
1Ihis nectl hasq heei recognived for nutiiy years.
However, the ever-increasing pace of teelnologivial
advances has focused more direct. attent ion onl the
problemn. Values engineering has emerged in respouse to the recognition of the problemn by the
indust rial comp~lex. D~epartment of D~efense inIOreSt ilk value engineering results from anl awareness of its potential contribution toward this
needed cost effectiveness in the acqluisition of defense materials.
InI the broadest sense, the economics of national
gecurity relate to (1) the total resources available to the nation, and (2) the proportion of those
resources- allocated for national security purposes,
Specific contributions to tile first of these is somewhat. outside the realmn of value engineering.
However, it. call have a significanit hearing uxponi
the second-the propor-tion of our total resources
allocated to defense. Value engfinz'erinig, fromn the
economfic standpoint, contrib;.tes to the efiieCIncy
with which allocated reources tire used. Value
engineer-ing canI help illike it possiblO to obtain
miaximnum defense fur at given amount of available
rea~ource~s. Convrsely, it. canl help mxake it. 1)0sibie to achieve at rejii ired level of defense using a
smnaller portion of thle nation's resources. Eitde
way is cntibtio
cn b ralanditisixeedd
walueit eongieribuing cast be. refully deitsneedead.
Vlueaundinersodifg iutis, toarhefulefitsd
potntia

'I'hie value of at canteen of wvater to a thirsty mnia
v'aries with the inui's dibtaitce trvi.; -I st-uree of
supp ly. Tille value of a ship's comptiss to its navigator is vastly uilterent from its value to a housewife. 'rue obvious logic of thiese statements illustrates that value is at variable.
Value, alt liough it. is a broad term, has been categorized so that it !,iiu lw defined meaningfully.
Four such categories tire:
USE, VALUE : Based on the plk-perties and
qualities of a p)roduct or inateritl which accomplisu at ulse, work or service.
(X~s' VALUE: Baqwd onl tho oot of I prod.
IICt , 11lMOSt. always eXprM'di~4l 1ti
flneV.
Es'rEmim N-AIF, : Based oil the lprolpertim~
feaItures or. attractiveness involved in pridO of
ownership of thle product.
EXCHANGIE VALU'E. lised onl thle properties or qiualities which imake the product
exChangeable for something else.
Thle sumn or total real value of at product probably
embodies all of the lpret'eding factors and mnore.
For the vast majority of defense hardware, how-

clasa l uinificato contibto
isto achmoreit

enomicl

'ilnatle ini defense procurement. This requires
iirst an1 understanding of what. constitutets value
in defense products, followed by a clear exposition
of what value engineering is and is not. and how

value engineer'ing affect., product value.

This

chmapter is devoted to it discussion of theme fumndamental concepts.

ever

-ls

-.

ve, s value andi cost vatule are virtually tile only
factors of significance. For-tunately, these two
elements canl he stated in fairly' rigorous, previse
0 1
rs.UevleCI
esttditrmof
ating requiremuents or functional characteristics;
cost mvalue, ilk termns of dollars. Since they are
genterally precise anm meuasuraible, they can be dealt
with on at relatively objective. basis.

It iF;important to note that even though cost and
rselaalue, not abstlute. Thus, high
,value
is tleay
rlai-,ntbsut.'hsig
vle
lte
defense environment is a function of bo0th use and
cs ausadterlt
ewe hm
o
examiple, tin iteml with c j anl average u'se vailue
and at below-average cost. mnay have higher value
thani one which is above average. in use value but

--

isi Ohl itiliable Only lit a very high cost. An1alysis of
Such relat ionships it; ixuiportAllt ill WePois(4. sys .temnt
cost effectiveness Muudies, and resultant decisions
leading to selection of it specific system, defini ion
of 419 performance requirements and selection of

~~Fn
specific conitractors4.
Once such a series of decimions is miade, the uise

vallue of the sygtemi, ineffect, i8delitied. Anything

leos thani such established use vluhe is unacceptAble., inuro call be unnecessary find wasteful. For
the Department. of D~efense., then use value beconies a oonstanit. (lit soine cases, use valute may
bie expressed as it limnitedi rang.ý instead of a single
litrahnetwe.) To achieve high value, emiphasis is
placed onl defining precise use value (neither
ig~her nor lower thaiit reqi-ired) and Obtaining
thiis use value at mniiimuam cost. In other words,r
high value defense product. is one which provides
exactly tile required use (or 1,?rforinance. at thle
lowet
Cst.but(
pssibe

ment: (2) ot her techniquesi exist, suc, na4 wor-k
esuenut data rocesing, Iproet'(lute analysis,
etc., Witich dto Iuot requirme as great at us8" of tovchiui-

41l or eng .neering skills-. and 0) Only limuited
I'S114e ar'e available it) douVY..

A

sdhrfutinu

yiuxoswt

ronuceorwtuevlea3Z'ViuV
du~lwa(isi). Requir'ed 11,01114 that neither Ilionir
inor less t hain What is act ually 'wueuhd and %viitmi
is provided.
C. Val/ue Enqinueeih;r /v*tit (/r(wain;zed k/E','/
By o-galinized effOrt ks ulenal ueit hu1P0dIjlOgy
or set of provedures which draw together finid
utilize any ftind ill] technuiques lievessatry to achieve
th~e desired rtoid. It iý tnat mieantit ,' imrh, ?1ai
V.'E. itself is a1scielice ol. ltechnlology ntes'x
uh
aeosidereI
eir
din pyisait

rather that it is it logival, organized miethod

Value Engineering

of applying these other technologies to (tie sohti-

One very promising technique for obtqiniing
high value products is through the process called
"Value Engineering." For purposes of this Handbook, Value Engineering is defined as follows:

tion of thle value problem.
The miethiodology of value engineering is
treated in detail in the( ,iext chapter. As will bp
.showit, thle methodology, nio matter wbore applied,

contains thle following seven elemients lwoue'~ut
Value englneering In~an orgoxuized effort alireteui
selection, deternmination of faunciotio, ixiforniati7,ii
at anilysing the fulierton of defenne ilardwariwkill the Ipurpome of achieving the re~tilred ftunegrathering, dev'elopment (,f nitoraintives, cost. auntlion at the towe~t overaill eost.
yqis of alternattives, testing and verificat ioni of
Although this definition varies froin other
alternatives suet proposal siubmiission and fol lowdefinitions, it is one with which everyone cotuie-ted
tp
with 17.R. could agree tit. lsea& in part.
Tile drawing togeither and utilizntioni of tile
There follows a further explanation of this
techniques necessary to achieve (lie desired goal
definition to assure that all concerned Wilit V.
also requires a formal, explicit organized effort to
understand it.
bring to bear onl each specific value engineering
tile required engineering, scienitific and
* A.Defnse ardaretask
Some practitioners of vallue eng~ineering limit
wilonagiriat abilities.
its appliCAtion to halrdiware; others- e.Xtend it to
What Value Engineering Is Not
cover any and all cost reduction activities. iPor
ii
ends
examutple, cases involving rearrangement of aihtfritthscatrvle
cafeteria, reorganization of a telephone book,coniussed and V.E defined. Ihowever, this 'is not
tro anofovetim
paerwrk rocdurl utiay.

j

ams have been cited ats examnples of good V.E pracn astrcti canbe how tlit uch
tue ens,
act ions contain the major elements of Y.E. because
fiall were attempts to find lower cost nietlmids of
achieving n required function. 'Within the diefonse/indust ry comnplex. V. E. shoulId be considered
as beinmg applicable only to defense hardware beencaire: (1) value engineering's greatest immediate
and long-term potential lies in hardware improve-

2

nuhtrecaclrunrsndgof'..t
is also necessar~y to spell out what YE.R is itot.
Among thle more serious nusc-oncept ions tire five
which mierit couisiderat ion anid clarificat ion. Fiach
of these are lis~ed and[ discu-1sed iii turn below.
A. -V.E.. ;-9 nothin~g i~rwr' than good old-f ,s/aionied cost -Cllinig."
To spy this is to undel~y simpijlify value entgin.'"ring slid, in fact, invite a connotation Which

fail% to include crucially important elements of
Site procei,-;. I litthe niliIs of 111111inidivilidIuls,
.116-t,'ultt figI lleaits attacking thinigs it they are

;"q notA;nq more thut
.•,e,;.tiq (or prodiuertion e•-

C. " di• l- elnirlirili
.q 'all depr!'qll

t0o re,dle fuwir cost. Vahlue Pigitleriiig, Oil the
owher hand, is a more fundamental aiplroleh
which takes nothilg for granted and attacks
pveryvih ing almut a p rodluct isludiligthe exis! e.iic
of fihe item itself, subject only to the restrict ion
tliut the retluired function or pIrformaice must
iot hej.h, ngeul. The followih •exoiple iumay imake
h,rIr.
c
jiitioth
lilt%

yincrrh.q. or uaorA" *.'l lifirathon or opera.
10,0 $,oal.misj etf.)."
Value elnirprinl"g iall and ,Im, draw on all
available lfr tlifillem to help in dellining futct ionl,
deheloping aiternftti e- vlod proving them. Hlowever, it dies not fuollow thal design techniques,
ill , V. FNstildy. or' valute engineering.
tIiti
wlhen
TPhe d(i liqnf6tivP h,,ttire, are the objective, the
met hod of anppronh an i lie eriferia employed.

ix)expensive becauste it wit designed ill a hurry with
result that it wits ltidi, ilargely by hand.
lili'
Traditional iost-ctintlhg would improve fhe deprl'mps.e
migil ,nd look for better ilieterhils aulind

requi re
mu yiyin ,tom.e inhalic
Vahlu etgin ro'i
one set of (iA'ialine and,. in others, entirely diff thesm
fPrellt ones. "Tosay tilti N.•,. ist•ny oiis fn unjustified mitiplifientit|i.
;.
I). "V'tdur cn.ti'er;n#q rail& ,til smAotdl ie

The (.over for .il.l electlronic vilviit is

to Ibild it. Value eligiiieprtng, by volltrust. wotIIhl
firs* defiie the function of the vover-theti look
f o r fli f er il a t i v

,
%t,
*• ,, ,", ,

3:. .

' u:

'. ; , vi

P or -

,lied before a't/t
, i h ti

, og

oi

. i mg

dilln'q Joit;al de•tiqu
l i k e o r i gi nia l d ets i W: -i ef .

haps the cover is suplosedly necessary to prevent

fcits. lot,ks for ways antd means to satisfy fine-

per,,|tne'i from being shocked, but actually there
artie daltligemoUs voltages in tile circuit. Thus,
use Of fhe V.E. ipI)roaclh eliminaites the cover-does not retdsig.i it. The basic fuct ion---safetywais met in thle cir'afit design itself, thus the cN-ver
is superflhousi. Value engincetring leads to cost re-

otiral requiro||ieits. In udditiom, value engineerinlg considerr flhe c-n.ss of providing function but,

e
duction-lut is not what mnany peo';i today iean
by vost-clitt ini.

13. "T'.F. inrolres trade-oifn, eRperialy beth•e';
cost and pe.rf'omance."

Trade-offis by dofinitioi and usage involve
interrelated changes. Thus, reliability is reduced
to Ibring cost down: missile-range capability is in'retsed 0 ('ost gyoes ti): delivepry is expedited and
,oqt goes up: ,tc.
By contrast, V.E. makes required function or
performnatnce a constant. rather than a variuble.
itt V.E. required function may not be reduced as
a melis of redihciig cost. To say that V.E. involvies irade-offs, then, is to deny the basic principle of value engineering-jlroviding reqluired
function at lowest cost.
The required performance of components of
cartain prodluc 'systonis, may be derived from the
performance of other conmpontents in the system.

ill the tiaditmitul

!

sen.w, so does design engineer-

ing. Applyinl restcotti-ideratioltsHIefore ani(l (liring the initial de8ign effort is actually good, costconEciOlifk, effeiient desilzn engineering practice. If
'-'h were tile generml rule, tle need for a later
look at the cost elements of a design would not be
as gremt. ('ertainly efficienit, cost-conscieus design engineering which leads to the last word in
h)rdltct value is a desirable goal and if calling
suchi afi effort V.E. will help, so much thie better.
However, regardless of what it is called, it is a
long way frotm being achieved. This is due to
a variety of "luises which include the intense presfor l)erforniamie, relis'iflity and early deatis
livery. There is also difliculty in aeh-eving optitum value in thf fawe of rapid t!echno:oog;.ca!
c.hange because of the lhck of cost data, knowledge
of product volume requirements at tihe time of
concelptual design and the rapid rate of euingieering change generation throughout tile design
cycle. Value engineering, As prtsentel in this
HIandIook, is a technique which has evolved to
assist in overcoming the admittedly high cost of
iwhieving functioni in thle face of these rcoggni7A4

In this restricted context, value engineering naty
ilivolve t imie-offs to allow for uso of standahlized

obstacles.

121'l5 iin tit systelm, or to redhuce the co)st of inBut the re.
tegrating comp)onients infit: i systel.
quired perfonnimtoe of the product/system it'lf
would inot be changed.

fense effort, is considered to ie soniethiug above
and beyond the pre.sent statlis of original designi
for
It is an adjunct to it-it iiethol
practice.

-

Valuo englpeeritig, then, especially in the de-

!

giving cost and valuie eonsideration to products

3L

after the pri'miry goal of alesigtiiig it wori~thhllt
prodwit nit quiekly 11- possible hing been mlet.

FI

rhIia may wen, to suggest that
IS t
1.E.
appl)icable during the design stage of all iteml.
(Jnell is not the( caell, howeVer, mind the probliena
im probably one of Reiplftliltivi, inivolving the nioniia-

ing of thu word design. In tile broad seisee de.
aigin IlfilSls that perioll of effort bet ween tile
establi ishipent of initial oancopts aInd lite starit of
lprodutiotn41.

liith flip mirroI,

nitimfln v isp i till(

traditional sell&,, desaign nilaliq file iiiitil
julesu-

at-ive procem

whivii traaasi.k~es voneeiic).
5 into

drRAwivgs or blueprintit am14 -whte b is
oly thle Himst Step of tile totatilirtV leuiding loi
pouetiori of nit itemi. A.,&it f4)i maiizeal funtttion.

.sketch-li,
F~

~ ~~i

VXit) no,r d iiigmpe
totl intiirodat ive.
it dmiacoiwept
hu
sil~
t
11n isii3lsiitthiss
all
on i'ecnta
V..i that
te
oIe. y
varpicbes wto ai(Rinof plictiponu. Aculyatppmll eeetso

to tilie V. E. effort of other g-otipH, Iwy sliggiesting
11heiiaat ives Itiud slipplYing price daian, for' extim.
pie. Wherever iapplied, how,%ver, V'.E. Intist Ilot
be Coioftittd With oither tieep~~mary fundlions ill
product designl, devwelopmnent. I est a." prodna'-t 141
sand purevhnstiig.

Summary
WVitlhinl (lip defen%
i Siu 14 atmiy voi'4ihIpxe,
palwochw
is4 deitermii lid
I V I14'v
lpilli el-II~il ii l shiup iof
filient ion iaiu1 cost. 1 igli vi-liie lmroduhctsSIllp4
tiboe lthilt
duse,
liii~ei4ii
lt I lip Iowe.,t positibllt ec'G.. Vllale OligaaeoriligI.t ixato'lii 1 1'fi
sflog
adt vlgIihtleP~xlezýi
litzixi
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apr
esw
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Chapter If
METHODOLOGY

uct: Pa-eowt cost, qu-Ality slid reliability requireikents, development history, ete.;
~
i 'l~i-uo
/tii~ie-lecetit
oa ideas for alternat iven to this eWtabliphed designI
5. (Cost A nalysi. of A ltecnativea--Tlee develop-

Introductionv
('l'pte
Ial~cengaweragas
dima~d
ohrganized otfo-t. directed at analyzing the funct iona
oflvsae
dfene.
wih te pupos of cisevisg
timereqireii te
fuctios
lwest ovral
r~
tho equredfuntio
#i th lowst verll ost"

ilen

ofestimaites of the cost of altertiatives and

li selecttJioni of one or misoer of the snore economical

dr.~togi~t

hardware design engineers are primarily motiv.
mat~el to ficllive lserfoaassasn* (functional)
quirenionts in minimnum time; whereas4 value
sosgineera tire primarily motivated by the goal of
it

aliratvs

feasibility,

~s sateden-

Seven basic Elements
There aire "even basic elements* of the value
engineering methodology. These elemnsats are not
always distinct naid separate--Li practice they
often merge or overlap. The seven elements are:
1. Prodinut Selectionf-The select ion of the hardware system, subeystesn or component -o which
E.R efforts are to be app ied;
2. Deternaitition of Furction.-The analysis
anid dlefinition of function(si) that must be performied by this hardwmire;
3. Infornmation Gate~mng-The pulling toDgetleor of all pertinent facts conucerning the prod-

tehcl

6. 7'e.ting anad l'eiii/lcbov-Proof that the ntternat ive (s) w ill not jeopardize fulfillment of performiance (ftsizitional) requirements; and
7ol
. Propo sal .Sýubrniseiort and Folloto-up--Preparation and submission of aLformal V.E. change

asmisn

azsing
eforst should
lid thap
afte tle
ginerig
soulefors
beappiedaftr te gals
of hardware deaigneiss have been achieved, or at
least achieved to the extent that designers will
recomen
siprootye
tht
uit o hadwae ~
prodsc.d fo opratinaltestng.isig
prodtc,, foropertionl
teting
This chapter focusses on tiow value engineering
sueaccomplished. The seven baseic elements of
value engineering methodology are firat presented,
followed by it general discussion of the methodology and detailed discusssion of each element.
A del ailedl case haistor-y and several additional examnples are supplied. as exhibits to this chapter to
illustrate the application of the methodology.

irfrerttngo

~

To be ass organized discipline, a value engineereffoil should be comprised of all useven elesients. Inisonic procurement agencies or contract~ ~ teeeeuet
fteVE
o
s
*Wattored" as "ieollittortl" responsibilities assigned
to deslignl Onginleers p~ro)ductioni engineersa, pureliaasiSg specialists or engineering cast analysts.
itauler time assumption that, collectively, valurp
engineering efforts are being accomplllished. Howeeiidrteecrunsaas
ti
rciai
1
t
oi~~tI
&1al
cmrlVFe~aire too diffused and too oftena given only lipservice. The l-esniiae upona which thip Handbook
it aeis~ that value engiuneering it, (or can be)
anogiecfetedsipneaywenpI
ortsv
oial
yticpie sweven
ultm
eff
sonnlognzd,~t hi
oal ee
oefo
ot..
elemntsdeof thei full
Ante
iseofdsrbn
hesbtneo
tmeevneentisopitou.tadigthsi-reFvies aleswnrs isothe foloing quesitdions about
bu
i floigqetin
pivdsasest
It prdut isit
Whtii?
* What does it do I
* What doces it eostf

*Examples of the application of thoese. ven uiamtents are pre.acnoesita Exhiums i tbroncb 7 nr thimuchapter. Pages is tbr..ugte
23 7Czhbibt I is P deftaiird case history of the appi~cation of vsZ. methodology.
ExhbISits 2 through I are obbrrvieteS Iilustrasonus
aupplied to atvariety of products
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*' Whtat is if worth Iquired.

Often, coliponjents of tho pFrodulct (or ill,

0 What else uuight. do the job?
a What~ do, the cotalss-minhly
xaliflWhen
fbWhielh is tielat
the
e~et~eWhas
eas.
Silit nst, requivi'ements?
* What is needed to impleatent f

Pvodctlt~c-~Iiawn ~*the(

Prodvt Welari,-Elemon
Oneword:
The amount of resources wrhich c-Lu be allocated
to thle value esigineerilig functioni i limited.
'l'lierefore, it is of thle utnrio.ýt importance that

j

them
ecrc
IC

mu'JI1.

beLlippjliUI

w~pere thei~v

product itsiU) can be eliminated, and [hle entire
or sYfltpn still will Vot-k satisfactorily,
this (.cceuzr_, the ideal of ralue engillef.rIng
been aclateved--eljhintaion of ail uimeicossary
componeont, with a, 1005" exost re~ducrioln.
in atteinpting to del-no function, it 'is helpful to
vahe enginieer to~ describe it in the forin of two

ni verb imnd one noun. For examipl-e, iii
tile vs of it thernionietpr, the basic function is
--regivter tenmperature." Thei,- are two reasillis
fol. so rV.estrictIng the.tdefinlitionl of fun ction

* roueo

w

od iviiteloslt

high p>otenitial fov coST. rediction. In other words,
value egt~ugiieriuig should concentrate on prohiicts
oxhsit *Iilg high total ci-mts in relation to function

o
atte posibility
wonrdbs aitidh
*ofrtcoubinintw
l~ sitnl~l funldIAJiongta time;
t.n C011iliig
mOretf
ife
i
Pi oeta .l ipehnto

There tmguidtstines, for selec~ting tile products

of two simpide words will achieve the
0The useý

potential.

level of abstraction possibia with

sloeest
ilecatuvA this element, Pro-duct Sehc-(-o-

tion, of thle value. engineering inetthodology is as
4 vital to the -iverail tiurces of flie V.E. prgmrn,
I and is sufficiently complex that it. requires extended discussiona, these gnidelinev. aire prsnt~
separately in Chapter III, Viiteria for Applying
Value Engineering. Thusl, thle ejttuhasi8 of this
chapter is onl elements two through wevpn of thle
mnethodology,

Determination of Function-Elemont Two

eas~eiica

osii,.

The value engineer should be careful lo ideintify
all required fuict ions, whelilher )thy tire primary

of- Secondary.
nitt

Vol- examlipie, 1)lighs, m'lrce also

be irequired to withstanid sev-ere environ-

niental conditions or it handle also may be required
to pr'ovidle for locking, Accurate deAcription of
Peah required funetion in qusiuiiat ive ternis is a
p)rerequisite for succeavsful valtie engineering of
the product.

By function is ineant thle purpose or objecti ve
of the hardware (subsystems or romponients)

Inftwmation Gathering-Flement Throa

under considerat ion. In simple terms, functional
requirements are those explicit performance characteristics that must be possessewd by the, hardwailre
if it is "to work." They define the lii:,its of wvhat

Once having defiined the function, file value en.
gin~eet next. embarks uipon anl intensive informatioli gathepring 4effort ill two phases: (I) specific
inifotrmationi about the product itself, such an;
cost. o~f thle present design, quality and re-

thep hardware must. be able to do inl relation to the
larger system of whidh it. is it part. The inethod
for doing this "work" is only implied by theae
perfn'inwc
reui enuntsit is thle designer's job,
to mnake this method tangible and expi e'it. Thus,
hunctional requireinentH are. the. ends that. imply
the means ( i~e., the hardWareT dleign) to providoe
for these ends.
Tlhie definlition of fluict ion ill explicit juanti itat ive termis if; a diffloult t ask. Mauny t-imeg t here is
it temp~tation to look at thie lproduct and say it definess required function. Actually, tie designer
oft en assumes thlast certain fit n-6 ons a~re required.
Thlus, many of the benefits of (lefining t:k function
are obittimed when the value engineer de'finaes pre:'ifiely Which charalcteri-t ic-i of thme design are re6

liahility requirements, maintainability charac.
teristiem. v'olumie to I ,produved, develoinient history, etc. ; and (2) gi aeral hinforma~tion concerning
thle technology of the product, including present
state-of-the-art. Vendlor soulresk of sup~ply for ('Ojfllolielnts of the itemn, protese,& to he emplloyed inl
its manufacture, and( esitablishment of contact with
inl'iVidluRlS in ho or1P'tti ZatiOnl who have tedlinicuil
knowledge of this type of prodluct.
A. Y'pec)fl." Ilformiaiion Abjout the Producti
The value engineer should compile all informat ion aabout the product uander st udy, withlin
tilie time conaitrasi na of thlp ;roject anld to thle
best of his ability. Particular einplasi5.- iust be
plac-ed upon get t ing accumrate vost datia on tlhe item

)

mspre-eently dlesigned. This will ;-'Ypire contact
with cost tstimiatrs, cost accountantsi., pureliisii~g
personnel anid any others within the organization
who may have cost. data. Obviously, an accurate
conl[.ariwin cio(

entative costs, with present costs

requirpg pivecise vost data. No elemen'. of cost
should be overlooked. D~irect labor, matprial, and

factory burdien-all must 'b iuncluded, with a
caretul discriminimxa!io"etwe-'it the fixed, soflti-

vatriable, and va-ial-le itelins: of factory burden.
In addition to obta.,ning all available cosit
information, it is necessary to pull to~etlher ull
information about the porfor'nance of the item'.
All applicable specillkatione and s~tandards must
ba analyzed to determine all requirements of ti.product. It will also be necessary to assemble all
drawings3, tech data sheets, tooling descrictionm
and any previously aut borized engineering
changes. The more knowledge the value en ginee r

*The
*

has concerning the product., the batter Job he will
be able iodo in determining if there is at less expenmsive way of achieving the required function.
B. General Infomtn About the Produt
More than just specific knowledge about the
pmroduct is required if a thorough study is to be
done. It is essential to possess, or have access to,
it available information concerning the particular technology involved. Awareness of the latest
developments in the field is required. A particularly good source of information is provided by
specialty vendors, who supply components for the
type of product under study. The value ongincer
.should fatmiliarize hniaself, to the maximum practical extent, with the various manufacturing proceases that may be employed in the manufacture
of the prodiwt. He should avail himself of any
kI_ ldg
which mnay exist anywhere in the. organization.
more informationu brought to bear on the
1problemn, thre more lihely is the possibility of substantially reducing the cost of the product under
study.

I
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and conceive of Inoroeconom~ical and equally effective means of performing the same function.

Analytical P-Lethods, Itetacive methods such as
check lists and ucatructuted procedures such asi
brainstorming may akao play a part in this pivoesS.
Whatever methoii! are used, the basic purpose is
to create a sertes of alternative designta, all of
which will guarant&ee required function, and one of
which will, hopefully, reduce cost. There follews
an abbreviated check list, directed toward meehanicikl types of items, which provides a series of usefrd questrion
Lvlon'

,I'4('ekUfrlsi

A'terntalve Lein
Ge~

0 ('an the. design ae chantged to eliminate the
paxt?
0 ('an the, present. desigii be purchased at lower'

Cost?

*~

at
asadr
p
standlard
0 CWoul an. lee
normbmcral?.

sd

~art be

moreed?

0 If the part is to improve appearance, is this

justified?
0 Is there a less costly part that will perform

the samile function ?
0 Can the design be changed to simplify the

part?
* Will the dlesign permit standard inspection
equipment, to be used?
0 C'au a part designed for other equipment be
isd
* ('an a less expansive material be use-d?
*ncrigtepriclrpoutae
('an the number' of different matarialp be
rdcd
0 Are there newly developed materials that can
be used?
Jahnv
Are all wiachined surfaces necessary?

Development of Ahteratives-Eleo~uent Fotw

0 Will it ('ourer finish be adequate?

At this p)oint, an intitnitte knowledge. of thp
itemn under analysis has been developed and a
hasis for the, most difficult and intangible portion
of the lpro(v'ss formulated. Tlhis is the creative
1)011i'im of the v'alue enginern-ing activity atnd, depvnding upon Ilhe individual or' individuals in-

0 l)oes design permit the use of standard cut-

vol'ed, nay take tmany formis. The purpose is to
gemmexato ideas about the itemi's function and design

Iing tools?
9 Are toleranciies closer thann they need be?

0C(an another material be used that would be
easier to machinee
0 Can it fastener he usc~l to eliminate tapping?
* ('ain weld inuts he used instead of a tapped
hole?
7

-

. 4uew~l~tjmade,.
'Can two or more parts be comibined in one?
* Call parts be inade symmetricalI
* Is there a newly developed fastener to speed
assemblyV
* Are a minimunt numbner of hardware sizes
used?
Are stock components called for where
possible?~
* Cnbeusd
rllpin t eimiateremin?
# Cn rllwdinsbe
o eimiateivanin?

o

~UOl#
A~feedTdRcantly
ad
0sthere

a standard part tlint cani replace a

mainufactured itein?
* Can an altered standard part, be used instead
of a Bipecial part?
* Caw any specification be changed to effect a
cost reduction?
Can standard actuating devices be iised, such
as
o gea
clindrs
motrs?
0 Isstanard
ardwre uedeffort

_3P*

K

0 Are all threads standard?
* Can standard cutting tools be used?
Can tandrd
uedThe
gugesbe
* Ca
gages
stndnre uedeach
* Is mnaterial availatble With tolerance and finishi that will eliminate machining?

Cost Analysis of Altemtatives-EIement Five
Thle various alternatives developed in the. previous step of tile V.E. process next are subjectedl
to a test of their economic feasibility. That is,
eitch alternative is costed, with the goal of finding
the leatst Costly, tHC lleXt least Costly, and So o11
until all flternatives aro ranked according to cost.
Th1is, then, lperinits (detailed technical (amid ecosiomic) study of the alternatives on at priority
basis, with t~he highest. potential savings alteri nalive first, to determine Whether (lhe alternative
will lead to signifiicant. (¶','Af reduiction. It miay
also rauso further efforts at developing altermitives or maiy lead to it cancellation of the V.H.
study, since it may show that no aulternautive is
isignificanitly less costly thanl tilt present 11e01414
of ineeting required funlct ionl.
Th'le costing of alternattives, should tamke plavc in
tw road steps.

First, at gross cost estinmate is

Second, based on the gross estimate, more
detailed and refinied estimates are prepared.
Igatiituzting
A. Gvo oas(t
The purpose of the gross VSHMtOnt is to arrive
at quick indications of the relative worth of thle
alternatives as well as to rank them.
Tile gross estimate maily be not hing mlore titan
an estimate based on comparing the elanients, innterials and processes of the alter-native and the
original (or present) method of providing full(-ion. IPnless there tire significant differenicesfwerparts, easier toassemble, lesexpensive ia
terials-tho alternative probably is not. signilibetter thtan the original. Although it.
should not, he discarded completely, it should be
considered further only after gross costs of more
p~romising alternatives have been estimiated.
B. Deta~dW CYost E.9btuxa-niW
Its:preiouslyr described under element three,
Information Gathering, the origina~l (present)
method of providing required function is costed
s carefully and accura~ejy as possible. Shisilar
is required for each alternative inethod of
have mnerit, based on the gross evaluation of cilst
and technical feasibility.

(detailed costing proceeds step-wise, with
succeeding step being performed only if tile
preceding step shows that, thle alternative is still
at good cost reduction candidate. Most of these
steps are Clhe responsibility of the value engineer

sor value team doing the V.E. study but., ats Will
be shown in Chapter IV, somnoetinmies a filial dlecisionl
about the cost and savings from at V.H. propositl
raiiiioit be determined until thle. formal proposal is
reviewed by' the customer'.
Before listing each of thiese stepsi, it. is liniportant t ree-eimphasize thnat 'V.E. hns as its priinary goal the achievement of true cost reductioni.
Thrleifoiv, cost estimates must hie ats complete and
accurate as possible. It is axioniatic that consistenicy in making mieasurements redmuces, errors mui
comparing theni. Therefore, it is mandatory that

whatever estimating approach anl organization
takes, it be consistently ap~plied. More specitlicit]ly,
whatever inethod is used to cost the original orprusent nmethod of providing requnired fumnctioim
also should be used inl costing alterniative~s.
The steps in the detailed cost analysis are: (1)
estimating time mnuber of uniiits to Which filhe
chimmugo will applly; (2) estimaiting the variable

-
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cost. of manufacturing the alternative; (8) estimating the fixed costs of manufacturing the alternative; (4) estimating all of the costs necessary to
implement the change into production; and (5)
estinating the logistic costs of supporting and
maintaining the alternative. A detailed description of each of these steps and of their use follows:
1. EAt,6i4uitiMi the nubder of units to •htch
the ahawnge wvill apply

Once the variable costs are determined, the
balance of the cost estimating is directed at the
definition o, the various fixed costs which must
be met if the alternative is to be adopted.
3. EetimMang the fiked cost8s of tnazufaeturitrg the alernave produet
Care must be exercised in arriving at appropriate fixed costs to charge to the alternative
method. The evaluation should reflect only those

In terms of the ntmber of units of product,
subcontractor or a prime contractor should mneasitir the applicability of a V.E. change proposal to
those units that will be produced after the change
is implemented, as provided in the procurement
ccnmtracts then in force. In these days of accelcrated obsolescence and changing defense require-

fixed manufacturing expenses that would be
changed if the proposal were implemented.
Often, aecountants charge products with expenses
of organizations, procedures and facilities that actually would not be affected if alternative mothods were implemented. Those that are affeote,

mnents, plans for future procurement contracts for
additional units of prodtuct are very susceptible to
Therefore, to be realistic, the estiimates of total savings front a V.E. change should
alpl)ly to units produced under the contracts in
force,
The estimate of the time required to inmplement the change should be as conservative as tlfe
etimiate of the cost of implementing the change.
It should reflect, allowances for delays in the proveduie for evaluating and authorizing the change
proposal and delays in the planning and executing
all the engineering, purchasing and nmiinufacturing jobs that. have to be done before units incorpIrating the V.E. change can be produced.
2. EAtndnaw-Ng the j'ar;hble cont of the alternative

"cancellation.

-

They would include
be covered.
however,
such itemsmust
as property
taxes, heat, light, property
adtto supervisory
uevsr
isrnepeimslme
in1surwice Premiums, salaries paid
and technical personnel who plah and control
the production activities and depreciation expeases for the building and equipment used to
manufacture and maintain the equipment, again,
if they change because of implementing the alternative method and only to the extent to which
they will change.
4. Eatiniting the costs of implementing the
change into 7n'odiwtion
These expenses are generally understood to
cover the costs which the manufacturer incurs in
getting the changes into production. Among them
are the following: production engineering design:
fabrication, installation and maintenance of new
tools and equipment; development of new work
methods neded to implement the change into the

This step is concerned with the det•e'nila-

manufacturing process; training of personnel;

is, those eomponents of cost which can bi identified
with each unit or product, or are incurred in direct
lproport ion to the auntblybr of units producod. Such

iretanga predietion and/or test. equipment ; and
product design and test engineering work to alter

tion of thi variable portion of total unit cost.; that

costs fhll into two categories:
* Direct labor and direct material normally
meastured and accounted for on the basis of
the product or item in which they are cotsumned; and
* Variable items of burden such as inspection
costs, test and shipping, and other items often
included in burden . S•ole of these items MtaY
bty
he dehave to be estimated and others
rived front existent standared costs Or cost
history.

I

expenses for the labor required to install or re-

existing product drawings, diagrams, tet spci-

fieations, including the work of disseminating this
information to 84l atgencies affected.
5. Estimating the logistic coats of RtS7.iport.nq
and maintaining the alteritative iethod
Although the group or person doing the
VXE. job probably has limited knowledge of the
logistic costs which would result from implementing the alternatives developed by his efforts, hle
nevertheles should ident ify and covet' as many as
possible. A, ong them are the following: adapt.
ing the V.E. change to products and support-material already in tb? field, disposing of stocks of
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spare parts already provisioned, adapting mlainl-

*been

tenanco tools and test facilities (or providing new
ones if necessary), costs of restocking spare and
repair parts, preparation and publication of
ohanges for opeamting, nmaintenance and supply
manuals, and revision of training procedures andl
documents.
6. Fistalime of M~e owt data
Once the preceding costs, both fixed anid
variable, have been estimated as accurately and
thoroughly as possible and the iiumber of tunits
to which the alternative metehod will apply has
estimated, thle economic feasibility of the alternative method is easily determined. The difference in variable cost between the old method
and the alternative is multiplied by the number of
unt.From theset gross savings, all fixed totsm
In addition to fixed costs discussed iii the
previous steps, costs of conducting the V.E. study,
costs incurred in the .nanageiuent review of the
V.E. proposal, costs of nlegotiating Contract
('hange Notices, and administrative handling expenses must. also be deducted. Originators of proPOMSal must develop for most. of these latter aireas
it scliedule, of surcare to be applied agairist eah
V.E change proposal. Again, eonsisteney in ap
phicat ion is necessary.
*
~~If after deduction of all fixed costs front
the gross savings, thle net. savings are substantial,
the alternative mt~thod is economically feasible.
The cost data derived in analyzing an nlternative can be used in other ways, such ai caleulatiiq break-even point, figuring reurni on the
V.E. investment and foi- future reference in preparing cost estimates for similar hardwvare items.
Of course, its first use will be in preparing the,
formal V.E. change proposal, since thiis is the
basic evidence supporting adoption of the
alternative.
TetngadVerification--Element Six

Testigandsearching

All conom011ically feasible alternaltives developed
in the V.R. study must be tested to ensure that they
wimll provide required function. If they do not,
they are rejected from further consideration mnless modlified to meet functional requirements.
In assessing technical feasibility, each required
function is ex~aminedI in trnni As previously
described, primary and secondary functions are
originally defined in terms of what the product. or
10

item must, do, with what accuracy it iiust perfornm, htow dependable the product must be and
under wvhat environmental conuditions it must
operate. fit addition, required. function may inelude elements related to operat ion and mai~ntenance, such as safety, ease of repair and accessibil.
ity, etc.
The value enghin,
attempts to determine
whether the alternative nmethod ineets each of
thtem elemlenlts of required funet ion.
The following general chieck list isi recommended
as at starting point in assessing thle technical
feasibility of anx alternative method. Tits cheek
list should be refined in detail every time that it
is used, so that it includes each and every specific
functionial reoinirement of each category.
General Check Li.'vt fo~r Techn&ival Peaffibilitti
*De
h lentv rvd
eesr
fotiucrcire nt
* Are quality requirements met by the
alternative?
0 Are reliability requirements mnet by the
alternative?
* Is time alternativo compatible with the system
of Which it is a part?
Are m'fety requiremients inet by tile alternaie
tie
0 Does the alterniat ive improve or at least not
reduce nuaintihabinait 'v ('luaracteristic.s of ifself or the systoin of which it is atpart6 Does the alterintfive permnit mideqiltite provisionling, transporting 1111il storing of nIecessary support 1material for tile alternative or
system, of wh ich it is it part?
In dcvelopimmg- an1swers to the futes! ions posed by
the check lis(, the value enghinering group may
performn the testing and veriflc4,tion or, thley may
call on specialists in their own organization, or
consultants from other organiizations. L~ibrary
Iny
e needed, detailed computer opel'ations niay be inivolved. Pilot tests may 1e r~equirecl, or even fnll-srale field te-sts.
D~epending on the nature of the alternaitive, it
may vary from easy to itsse,,s to extremely difficult.
Regardless, of the relative ease or (iffivaiinv of
assuring Ihat the alternative will provide required
funetion, it is I le responsibility of thle value enigineer or V.E. team, to establish, vonclusively that
f unctional requirements are nief.(
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Proposal Submission and FoIlow-up--Element Seven
vaue eginee
Once he VXteamor

has

* lReveat the alternative and provide it short
description of its salient features.d&i
0 As accurately as possible, indicate in dti

2

assured himsElf that an, alternative i; economicallythsaigtatwlreu.
* Sunmmarize tile pattern of study, referring t
and technically feasible, and is thle best alternatme sourcesof your data. Mention whiah yentive of all developed, a formal proposal is predors or articles led to your selection of
pared recommending adoption and iniplementa-

tion of thle alternative.

altesrnatives.

Tl'le preparer of the proposal should be guided
9 Couc~h implanations according to the trainin
by considering the procedures used by others in
and experience level of the reader. Reports.
it. Specifically, lie should view his
that lire reviewed ait at lower level usually
p~roposal ats other -will view it. If the report does
jinvolve jproving the engineering feasibility of
not commnunic-ate effectively, fihe wh~ole study is
die change with extreme technical detail.
in jeopardy.
Technicians and engineers want such facts;
In addition, consider tile manl, or the group of
they need them to approve your conclusions.
men, that will read the report. They are busy;
At higher administrative levels, the technical
they want the facts quickly and concisely. Yet,
details canl be sunmnarized while the financial
thle report must tell them aill they want to know
benefits must be emphasized. Long-ran~ge efabout something with whlich they are not familiar.
fects onl policies, procurement and applicaBefore and after must be clearly explained. The
tions ave more significant at the higher levels
before must be briefly reviewed. The after must be
of decision making.
jurnifled. Precise costs of bioth must be cited. Ina
0 Where it. is appropriate, mention tie names
short, the entire V.E. study must be summarizedadcotiuisofternivulsnth
Ifhesdyasteprvl
concisely and accurately.oraiain
esI testudishas ane niatirona
ofoerg authorti
A standard form should be used wherever pos
hsisalidcto
uhrtect
te
o
reas
material
sible, supplemented with graphic
support.
organiizational
broad
of
A
form.
a
such
illustrates
8
Exhibit
quired.
0 D~esign the report to secure approval; antstandard form is recognized, and its purpose is
ticilpate, objections and provide the answers.
iimmediately understood. it. cail be circulated, reRemnember-if tilie reader, has to stop to got
produced and reviewed with more efficiency. Imm
more information, the report niay be dead.
large organizations where many studies are undertaken, atstandard form can also be for filing
viTe use of supplementary niaterial depends
and reference. If a formn is not available. howonl the nature oif thle report. If it is long and
ever, or if at more lengthy report is desired, there
(coniplex, simple charts, figures and tables may
lire at number of suggestions which may help to
hie far mnore effective tItan pages of hard-toprvepare prmoposals whichl communicate effectively.
i-aid vahties, datesanid stattistics. Illustrations
''l'hese saggestions are as follows:
and phototcs are always a welcome relief fromof text. A table of contents is a r'epages
* The title should br~iefly refer to the itein amid
quireinent when the report. is long.
the study. It should he followed by a sumBy following the preceding suggestions, proinary of the problemi amid it "nutshell"d(escripposals will be prepared which facilitate prompt,
ton of lie proposed solution.
accurate evaluation based primarily on the merits
0Caiywhat the itemi is, what it does, whallt
of the proposal-a desirable goal for the 'g.E..
at ootie
iia
assembly iti i-n

jevaluating

y~ui'
sbject.Once
* Indivate why it wais selected for study, i.e.,
whits. aroused your susp~ieionis about its poor
.ica. Also Show whly savings aire likely,

poinit ing out for examiple, that so many thousainds of hemi lire used each year, etc.
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the proptosail is submiitted, it must, be followed uip periodically in order to monitor its progross. (A sample forin to facilitate this follow-up
is incluoed ats Exhibit 9 ) rlhe respontmible value
engineer should regularly make at check of who
hase the proposal and what its cuirrent status is.
1

zI
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Occasionally, there are delays in initiating evaluatioit aotion on the proposal. In this case, poJite
reminders to the responsible authority may bt
neesary. Follow-up notes should:
1. Offer help, if any further clarification of
the propoeal iareqnired; and
2. Stress that delay in project acceptance will
result in a loss of savings, especially on current
prograis.
As might be suspected, the preceding is meant
to imply that the value engineer or V.E. group
should never let. a V.E. effoit die because of 31action at the evaluation stage. Instead, the cvalnation action should be carefully followed and gently
"needled" as necessary until final action, in the
form of approval or disapproval, and implementation once approved, has been completed.

Application of theamethodology will answer the
following questions about the product : (I) Whatl%
is it?; (2) What does it do?. (3) What does it
coat?; (4) What is it. worth?; (5) What. else
might do the job?; (6) What do they eost?; (7)
Which is least expensive?, (8) Will .t meet requiveinentst; and (9) What is needed to implcmnelit?
A clear determination of function is a prerequisite to a successfufl value elngineering analysis.
Following tlhe dletel'iliation of functiol, the value
engineer nmust then gather all pertinent informalion pertaining to the product and to the technology ill general with particuir, etlmphasis onl a
complete cost breakdown, The next stop is to de%'elop alternative weans of achieving lhe required
fmmtioz. The alternati'es must then be costed

Summary

in detail and the least expensive, technically
feasible method selected. The selected method
must. then be subjected to testing and verilieation
to onsutre that it. does, in fact, achieve the requimed
erformance. The iuext steps in the process are
to sumnitarize the resvlts of the study, submit theni
in the form of a value engineering clange-proposal
and follow-tip oil the proposal to the point of
either implementation of the change or rejection
of the proposal.

There are seven basic elements of value engineering methodology: (1) Product Selection,
(2) Determination of Function; (3) Informnation
Gathering; (4) Development of Alternatives;,
(5) Cost Analysis of Alternatives; (6) Testing
and Verification; and (7) Proposal Submission
and Follow-up. To be fut organized discipline,
a value engineering effort should be comprised of
all seven elements,
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Exhibit 1
CASE HISTORY

pleted; fabrication of an additional two hundred
deliverable items to the protototype design is
The itemn selected for analysis is a Signal Data
planned to start in eight weeks--no production
Converter Chassis Assemitbly, which is a' iifll]01
problems arm anticipated.
component of anl air-borne imavigational system.
The chassis subassembly is a sheet metal fabThe Signal Data Converter ncts as tite brain of
ricated box with the bottom open. Twenty electhe doppler navigation system. Essentially, it is
t~ronic modlules are mounted on the chassis which
or
n
as
ossteitronc
ici
it highi-speeod computer which converts the input
alsoe ass tiembly, providing continuty betweeand
electrical signals fromn thle receiver-transmitter
for input, to the direct ion-velocity indicator, to
the Signal Data Converter aind other related units
which it is coupled.
of the system. The present cost of the chassis
The itein was selected for initial review oil thle
subassembly is $99. The top "'deck" is pianched
basis that it wats a high-cost, complex lproduct.
to accept. the rectangular connectors to which thle
The initial analysis indicated that five major coinelectronic modules are mounted. ]Four holes arn
ponents of the total assemnlbly should be subjected
punched into the front panel for conventional
to a detailed V.E. study.
round connectors. There are thirty-two anchor
nuts riveted in the chassis for knounting the botDetermination of Function
tom and top coverg. There are two locating holes
Thle five major components of tile Signal D~ion
in thle rear panel. ThA electronic modules (20)
Converter that were selected for detailed study,
are located onl the top of th,6 Rssemnbly by locating
with a description of their primary function, are
holes, color coding and part numLber stenciled iii
listed below:
place. The interconnect board subassemlbly is
mounted inside thle chassis.
* Chamisi Su-bassevibly.-provide it mount ing
The top cover serves as a shield against atsurface and housing for the elect ronicimiosphere contamination and mechanical damage.
modules (not undor study), intercoimie-t
Ut does not provide a pressure seall. The cover ias
board subassembly and assciated wiring,
beiided foi- structurall rigidity. Twelve euetalcals
s ashild gaist t mos* Tp Cverseres
pherin contamination ftimd mechanR~ical (111111- tire bonded to the inside of the cover onl which are
inse-ribed circunit diagramis of (he electronic mnodgeduring and after installation,
for maintenance purposes. Doublers are
ageiles
* Battomt Cop~cr-provide at protective shuieldl
riveted t~o the cover flanges to increase structural
for thie interconnect, board subassembly.
integrity of the cover under vibration. Trhe pres* Intereonwect Board Subas.Reinbly- -provide
eia cost of the top cover is $85.

Product Selection

41

circp~it continuity within the Signal Data
Convercer.
* Hatmdle-peri-iits teinoval of (lime Signal
Data Converter from its mounting nisck.

The bottom cover iY3made from 0.040 alumninunm
.sheet flanged on the long dimension and attached
to the chassis by sixteen screws. It has three
beads in the tramiisver-;e direction equally spaced
from fore to aft. Thle present cost of this comInformation Gathering
ponent is $1.5.
Thle interconnect board subassembly consists of
Thle Signal Data Converter is at "nake" itemi.
Prototype fabrication aiid testing hamve beenl Coo.ui-t printed circuit hoard and anl electronic harness.j

13
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Lr

The present cost of the subassembly is $485. It
is mounted in the chassis so that tie twenty module connectors are attached to the top of the chassis
and the four conventional connectors are attached
to the frount panel. The harness is made separately
and Is mounted on the printed circuit board. The
ends of the haniess are soldered to terminals and
eyelets of the board at approximately one hundred and fifty (160) points. The handle is
mounted to the front panel and costs $15 (a separate latching hook is also mounted on the front
panel,~~
01D
panel, and costs
$0.31).
In addition to gathering data on the specific
components under study, the V.E. tiam contacted

numeroua speialty vendors who had experience in

.

j

chassis.
* Reduce the number of mnounting points from
sixteen to twaive.
* Eliminate the beading.
Eliminate the counter sinks.
R

* Eliminate painting operation.
The interconnect board subasseinbly was reviewed as follows:
& Point-to-point wiring.
Hn
qarnessing
~~ot
without a printed circuit board.

# Use contour (flat)

cabling in conjunction

with the printed circuit board.

manufacturing similar items. The team also conducted considerable research into the general technology of mounting and housing this type of
equipment
Deve6ppmuet of Aitontives

The haendle was analyzed as follows:
* Use two hooks at each end of front panel.
* Use a hook in the center of the front panel.
* Put a coil spring on the locating pins to eject
the Signal Data Converter two inches from

All ideas were recorded which could produce
the items in some other manner than presently
done, or change existing processes anti materials.
For the chassis subassembly:
0 Make a casting which would include bosses
for attaching points including latching hooks
and handle which are mounted at final ast
semnbly of the Signal Data Converter. All
cut-outs and holes could also be incorporated
in the casting.
* Use channel section runners on the side,
Eliminate the back panel, retain the front,
panel and rivet a top plate to the front pa.el
and channel sections,
* Investigate specialty suppliers for procure"ment of chassis -,ihch would meet the
requirements.
The topr coveri wns ryiewetl
follows:
0 Make the cover out of fibreglass in the present
configuration.
* Procure a cover, along with the chassis subassembly from it Specialty vendor.
• Procure a cover that would not have flanges.
but would slide down the side of the chassis
and be attached to the chassis at 6.o, sides,
eliminating the flanges and reinforcing
doublers.
1'The bottom cover was analyzed as follows:
0 Eliminate it.

* itS
Putrack.
a heafspring across the back panel for

14
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* Remove flanges and niount to bottom of

.4

. ..~~~~~C.
*--P
> ' . .

• :.

.

ejection purposes.
0 Combine handle function with that of the
latching function.
Cost Analysis of Alternatives
A thorough cost analysis of all ýhs proposd
alternativeo was conducted. Tho least expensive
technically feasible alternatives which were seleeted are listed below withPa comparison of their
cost. with the present cost.
C
(o-aais
Suba.s8emrnbZy-procure !:tsic chassis
from a specialty supplier and perform the remaining operations inhouse,
New cost $24.84-present cost $99.
0 Toss r',e.--fabricato from f i b e r g I as s
(molded construction).
New cost $87.44-present cost $85.
* Bottom Oo-•tr---redesign to flat sheet and
mount to bottom of chassis.
New cost $1.32-present cost $15.
* !ntereminect Board Subaftembly-procuro
from a specialty supplier. Design to incorpora a principles of contour cabling.
New cost $300.-present cost $485.
0 Handle--4slimninate and combine function
with latching hook mounted during final assembly.

I!
)

New cost $0.74-present cost (handle and
latching hook) $15.31.
Sum arnnr
Original Cost

--.-

$099. 31

New Cost-------. 864.34
-

$s84.97 Unit ost Reduetion
Testing and Verification
Each of the proposed alternatives were checked
witil th. responsible design groups for their proliminary evaluation. Several of the alternatives
were given preliminary approval by the designers
almost immediately. Several others were acheduled for testing to ensure that their incorporation
would not sacrifice any rquired perfornance of
the Signal Data Converter. All alteniatives
passed their qualifying tests and were accepted
for inclusion in the formal V.E. Change Proposal.

and Folow-up
Proposa P lSubmission
b sapproved,
The formal V.E. Change Proposal was subnitted to the Project Manager having cognizance
of the Signal Data Convener. The proposal
pointed out that implenients ion of the recoin-

mended changes would reduce the unit price by
The recommended changes
$334.97 or 47,09.
could he implemented oni all two hundred (200)
units, thereby producing a gross saving of $66,9K9.
Costs of implementing were estimated to be no
more than $12,000, which therefore would provide
a net saving of approximately $S5,000.
Besides achieving required function at lower
cost, the total assembly would be simplified,
thereby improving maintainability and reliability.
Furthermore, the overall weight of the end item
would be reduced.
Attached to the proposal were the comments of
the designers who had been asked for a preliminas, evaluation and the test reports on those components which were subjected to a testing program.
One member of the V.E. team was assigned re,
sponsibility for follow-up on the proposal. He
was avvilable to any of the evaluators should they
require any additional information and was utilized on several occasions, Once the proposal was
lie provided assistance to the various
design and production departments in its implementation. Actual implementation, in this case,
proved to be routine and no major difficulties were
encountered.
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Exhibit 8
VALUE ENGINEERING PROPOSAL

Part No.

Name

Qty. per
Device

Function Verb

\

Project No.
Propsa No.
Section

F

I

PRESENT (show sketches)

Design

Present
Cost
Proposed

-

~~Cost

1
i

Publicat'ns

1.

Tech Lab

2.

Total

-

(est.)j

Net Savings:

M-sc.

Total Variable
Cost Per

Variable
Portion
Burdenof

Piece

1

-

I

Model Shop

Tooling

22

_____

Direct
Labor

Direct
Material

Hrs.I

Drafting

Date

PROPOSED (show sketches)

NON-RECURRING COSTS (est.)

__,

Noun

I_
"

Difference Var. Cost,
Proposed vs. Present:
Total No. Pieces

3.

Total Gross Savings (1x2)

4.
5.

Less: Non-recur. Cowts
Net Savings

-"

Proposed

_

By:

_

_
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Chapter III
CRITERIA FOR APPLYING VALUE ENGINEERING
Intmrduction
Chapters I and'II were devoted to what value
engineering is and how value engineering concepts
are applied. This chapter discusses criteria for
deciding when, where and to what extent value
engineering concepts should be applied,
Value engineering resources should be allocated
and scheduled so that maximum improvement in
total hardware value is assured with the least Offort expended in the time available,
Both value engineers and managers of value
"engineeringprograms must have criteria for making these decisions. The value engineer or his
manager may know very well how to use all the
V.E. techniques, but to use them successfully re,
quires criteria to decide when, where and to what
extant they should be applied. The individual
value engineer (or a V.E. team) relates thse issues to itms of hardware so he can decide how
to manage his owt .:me and efforts. The manager
of a V.E. program relates these issues to plan,
organize, measure and control the efforts by soyeral value erngineers (or several V.E. teams) to be
assigned to more than one hardware project.
Thus, the questions of how, when, where and to
what extent V.E. should be applied are answered
by the value engineer and by the manager of all
the value engineers. This chapter is addressed
to both points of view.
When To Apply Value Engineering
s
As defined earlier, V.E. is a technique which
may be applied to a product at any time after
initial design effort is completed. For a product

S already in production, then, V.E. should be ap-

Splied as early as possible.

For an iteu or product

Sin development, V.E. should be applied before
production but after initial design.
The actual point of applicat ion selected is based
on two factors. The first is a matter of obtaining
-24

the most savings from V.E. This would argue
for applying V.E. as early as possible in the life
cycle of a product for two reasons: (1) the more
units of production to which cost reduction
changes apply, the greater the total savings generated by the change; and (2) the earlier the
change, especially if it can be made before production begins, the lower the implementation costs,
both from the standpoint of modifications to production lines, tooling, procedures, etc., and from
the standpoint of changes to logistic and support
elements such as spares, manmanls, maintenance facilities, etc.
Too early an application, however, is not desirable because if V.E. is applied, say immediately
after the first design attempt, it may well prove
to be wasted effort if the first designs are subsequently modified or changed. It should be noted
that in many ca-es the likelihood of change is
quite large, especially in weapon system development because of the complexity and technical novelty of the designs, because of system integration
problems and, most of all, because of the dynamic
tec.hnologies involved.
From the standpoint of achieving maximum efficiency, then, it would seem that V.E. should be
pplied sometime befor, production begins, but
after initial designs are completed. The most important breakpoint, in any case, is the start of
actual production runs.
The seconi factor affecting the timing of V.E.
action is related to the ease or difficulty of actually
accomplishing V.E. Although V.E. can be applied to completed designs, it has been found that
the process is easier to do if the product actually

exists in physical form. In addition, it. has been

found that the evaluation process is easier if the
product is already hi existence, beraimse costs are
easier to gather and estimate. These considerations would argue fnr the introduction of V.E.
downstream in a prodlict's life cycle.

_4 -

Resolution of the seeming conflict between the
two factors just developed can be made by selecta point in the product's development which
satisfies both as much as possible without sacrificing savings potential. On this basis, the application of V.E. at a point between initial design and
production is suggested, with the actual selection
of the specific point a function of the product, the
organization's already established procedures, existing control points and the manufacturing or
development process itself.
Most of the preceding discussion about when to
apply V.E. applies primarily to new development
programs. It is not suggested that the use of V.E.
be limited only to such programs, however. Many
products already in use never were value engineered and possibly P.in benefit from value ongineering when they are reprocured. In addition,
products which were value engineered initially
may benefit from subsequent value engineering at
reprocurement, if advances in technology have led
to developments which could significantly lower
costs while retaining essential function. The iraportant point to recognize is that value engineering applied to these products will not be as efficient
and fruitful as it would have been if applied to
them in their initial development stage. The reason is that many otherwise worth-while changes
will not be approved because the costs of implementation and the costs of changing log stic support are greater than the gross savings entailed in
the V.E. proposal. Even those that are approved
will result in less total savings because of these
same costs and because they apply to less units
than if applied earlier. Therefore, V.E. should
always be applied as early as possible after initial
design.

A. Value Stidards
Value standards are of two types: theoretical standards, based on a mathematical expression
of the product's function, and historical standards,
which are based purely on historical cost data oi
the same or related products.
The theoretical standards require further explanation. They are based on establishing the
scientific or physical equations which define the
product's function, then calculating through a esries of steps what the minimum possible cost of
the function could be. For example, the required
function might be electric power transmission.
One element of cost in transmitting electricity is
the eost of line losses. Part of the line loss is related to the current carried and the resistance of
the line (wire). Resistance is related to the material or composition of tks wire, its diameter and
its length. The diameter aid length of wire is direotly related to the weight of the wire, and the
weight of the wire and its composition is related
to the price of the wire. Thus, the power loss is
ultimately related to the cost of the wire. By
making appropriate calculations, the power loss
can be balanced against material cost and lead to
an electric power transmission value standard.
Actual calculations for this function, it should be
pointed out, are more complex and involve a number of additional factors.
Several points concerning this type of value
standard should be noted.
First, the standard is derived from physical
laws or formulas and is based on the inherent
physical and chemical properties of materials or
systems.
Second, the theoretical standard eventually
must include costs-and these are always histori-

Criteria for Selecting Items for Study
For the same amount of V.E. time and effort,
the benefits that can be achieved from analyzing
one item seldom are the same as the improvement
that
cansignifict
be achievedtoed
from
analyzing another
item.
thisais
f manaygerofV
andthe
te.
This is significant to the manager of V.E. and to
the value engineer. A preliminary analysis of all
subsystems of an overall weapon system enables
the manager to select subsystems according to cost
reduction opportunities. A preliminary analysis
of all parts enables the value engineer to select
and rank the parts according to their potential
value improvement. This section suggests criteria for this preliminary analysis.

cal. in the example given, the costs include the
cost of electricity and the costs of the wire.
Usually, long-term average costs are used but, even
s, such costs can change over a period of time.
Third, the standards are always based on the
present state of scientific knowledge and, thus,
are subject to change over a period of time.
Fourth, it appears thsp these value standards
are more precise and meaningful than those bace
purely on the traditional or historical cost of a
given product.
Finally, it must be recognized t "at theoretical
value standards are quite difficult tv compute and,
for this reason, are available only for very Hillited product areas. Furthermore, many of the
25
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exietlig standards of this type are considered to

of supporting tie product (i.o., supplying and

be trade secrets and, therefore, not generally

maintaining the product) throughout its expected

available,
Historical value standards, on the other hand,
are comparatively much easier to develop and are

useful life. Since some parts may be subjected to
wear more than others, they will have to be produced in larger quantities per unit of product and

standards. Essentially, they am based on a preIn short, product cost criteria should reflect
sumption that products which have been in existthe value engineer's judgmnent of expected costs nf
eonce for some time, especially if they are highly
production and logistics support, expressed in
competitive products, are produced efficiently and
rough, relative terms for each component of the
sold at a reasonable price. In other words, it asproduct. Two "relative cost indices" can be asaumes that their cost is a good indicator of their
signed to each component, one for relative proreal value.
duotion cost and the other for relative support
Value standards of either type are an effective
cost.
tool for selecting items to be subjected to value
The basic cost factor used in determining
engineering. In the preliminary review of a numrelative priorities carn be further refined by applyber of products or a number of components of one
ing the following additional measurement criteria:
product for purposes of determining the area of
* Compleaity of the product-generally, the
greatest potential return form value engineering,
more complex the product, the more opporthe actual or estimated cost of the various functimity there is for improved value.
tions are compared with the standard for those 0
State of development of the state-of-thke-artfunctions. If the item's cost greatly exceeds the
those pmoduct designs that are pushing the
value indicated by the standard, it should be constate-of-the -art normally will offer substansidered an appropriate candidate for value
tial potential for value engineering.
"' engineering.
g eneoring. w
s
,t
Degree of time eompre.aion in the develop.
Even on new weapon systems, many of the
ment cyole--a product which has had an acsubsystems or components have been used in precelerated develoment program usually convious systems. Therefore, historical cost data, is
taips elements A overdesiga.
probably available for these items and should be
All three of the above criteria are directly
used as a rough "value standard" in determining
related to cost although not all high cost items have
whether the items are likely prospects for value
these characteristics. However, high cost items
enginering.
characterized by one or more of these attributes
B. Relative Coat Banking
are likely prospects for the application of value
In the absence of value standards, the estiengineering.
mated cost of the parts or subsystems can be ranked
from highest to lowest in terms of dollars per
C. Correlationof Resourcea to Task
unit of the product and total dollars pur product.
The term "value enginering resources" refers
Generally, potential value improvement is greatest
to the kinds of facilities and know-how possessed
on those components of highest unit. or total costs.
by a value engineer and his organization. For exSources of information and techniques for esample, one velus engineer may possess k~iwlcdge
Stimating
costq were
11.
Theseestimateos
werbe discussed
dcusted in in
y Chapter
C
laptier
and experience in "engineering the value" of elecThese estimates need he accurate only in a relative
trical-mnechanical systems; another value engineer
yo
sense for the purpose of ranking each component
•, according to accodin
its
percentage of
ts aw)proximate
')prxilat~eperentae
to
o anl
tray have concentrated most of his knowledge and
estimated total cosc of the product or system (the
experiences in improving the value of eletrnic
total cost might be assigned an index of oile thoucircuits. Now, suppose the product-design to be
sand (1000); each part may then be assigned a rolea
value engineered contained two subsystems, one
tirv cost index which is a percentage of one thouelectrical-mechanical and the other electronic.
sand (1000)).
In this case, the probability of maximizing inThe estimated costs to be considered should
provement in the value of this product is greater
include the direct costs of producing the part (inif the knowledge and experience of each value oncluding special tools, facilities, etc.) and the costs
gineer are matched with the two subsystems.
26
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This example is so obvious that it may seem
trivial. On the other hand, the pressures of gettting the job done often militate against taking
the time to classify and match the value engineering resources available with the value engineering
job to be done. These resources are scarce. In
the defense-product business, product functions
and designs are growing more and more complex.
It is easy for value engineering to become an indiscriminate "nit-picking activity." The most
successful value engineering manager is the one
who can match his available resources (talents,
skills, know-how) with the total job to be done.
Thus, this criterion for where to apply V.E. techniquea has to do with a "qualitative analysis" of
a%ailable resources and thie V.E. job to be done.
There is, therefore, s higher correlation between
the available V.E. resources for some parts of
the total VE. job to be done than for others.
Engineering talent and experiences can be
classified in many different ways. For purposes of
correlating value engineering talent with portions
of the total V.E. job to be done, some ways are
better than others. For instance, it may be more
useful to know whether an engineer has had most

of his exporienoe with specific kinds of materils
and energy systems than to know whether he has
had most of his experic .ce with design, test or
maintenance engineering activities.
Those categories which best describe knowl.
edge and professional V.E. competence available
would be checked and matelled with an analysis
of the performance and design specifications for
the product. Results o0 this sort of "input-output" analysis would assist in selecting those portions of the total 'I.E. job that would probably
yield the greatest value improvement.

3

The Use of PERT/Cost Networks To Develop
Criteria for Value Engineering Akpliatlons
A PERT/Cost network is a diagrammatic
model of all the sequential activities required to
design and develop a product, with each activity
specified by its beginning and ending even-q and
by tih- nstimates of its time and cost to complete.
Figtu-0 1 illustmates a PERT/Cost network.
Where a PERT/Cost network exists, it can be a
useful tool for determining areas of V.E. application.

Q~4

COMPONENT TEST
Figure 1

-

FABRICATION

A PERT/Cost network showing the sequence
of planned events for the project and the
estimated cost and time of each activity
planned for th. project. (Critical path
Is designated by heavy arrows connecting
events 1 - 4 - 6 - 7).

iI

PERT/Coat networks are used to plan and con-

•

trol development projects. As actual activities
and events occur, their time and cost are compared
'ith thbem that were planned and the network
of remaining activities is revised accordingly.
Thu% PERT/Cost networks show explicitly the
eatimated sequence, timing and cost of all the
sotivities required to develop a product, according to a design concept that. has been selected. Of
course, the validity and reliability of these estimates ar probably the moat valid and reliable ones
obtainable if they are derived by those persons
authorized and responsible for performing the
activities.
To the value enghieer, perhaps the outstanding
advantages of PERT/Cost networks are the
conciseness and completeness with which they
Indicate details of where and when valut engineering efforts should be applied in a particular hardware development project,
Two features of it PU RT/Cost network that
ma this possible are:

Criteria for Deciding tho Extent of Value
Engineering Eorts
E

n
g
o
Value engineering efforts can be measured in
torms of the number of value engineering man
hours expended. A value engineer or his manager
must decide where, when and to which components
of the hardware project hie will focus his efforts.
-lemust also decide how much time and money
he expects to spend on a particular value engineering job.
Exterience has shown that the value of almost
any product can be improved, i.e., its cost can be
reduced without impairing its functional capabilities. Experience h1s also shown that. value engi.
neoring efforts to achieve these improvements can
be costly and time-consuming in themselves.
There is a point, of diminishing return per additional hour of time spent on a value engineering
job.
The value engineer performs two functions.
First,
applies value (cost) criteria to the func.
tional he
specifications
and the product design. See-

* They show what product components and
processing activities are expected to require
the greatest cost and/or time relative to all
others in the project.
* They portray the schedule for accomplish-

ond, cost
he proposes
changes its
thatperformance
will reduce
its
withoutdesign
impairing
capabilities. Neither of these functions is routine.
Usually, rigorous and relevant value criteria are
not easily available to the value engineer. Ile

ing these product components and their associated activities,
These two: features permit t value engineer
respectively

must spend time extrapolating or interpolating
them from whatever cost datu are available, le
may spend even more time searching for a less
costly design alternative and proving that it will
not impair product function. Budgeting the time
and cost of value engineering efforts is like budgeting fer product research efforts. Both kinds of
effort may be more time-consuming -and cosliy
than gains they achieve for a palticular project.
Iniuially. the total
job to be
should
be broken down into V.?.
components thamtdone
a.re clkissibe
broke
fonit
ions
thtuire cerosid (1) h the functions requird to beporforand.
(2)
by the relative total cost of each component
(in comparison
with value standards if available)
designed to perform the functions, and (8) by
the kinds of V.E. talent and experience ,tilable
to be applied to a job. Perhaps the manager of
value engineering in a corporation breaks down
his job in components which may consist of
several major equipmeint end items, each of which
is the job fur a value engineering team. In turn,
the V.!?. team would break down its job into
smaller sets of components, each set comprising the

* Focus on those components and activities for
which V. E. changes probably will result in
the most significant value improvements,
0 Develop a schedule for the application of
value engineering effort.
Changes in the PERT/Cost network may result
from value engineering effort. As value engineerng change proposals ar. likely to alter t~he hardware designs, they also alter the type, sequence,
time and cost of the activities whose purpose is
to produce the design. However, as time passes,
PERT/Cost networks are modified and updated
in accordance with restrictions and progress actually experienced with the development project.
Thus, V.E. efforts should be integrated with the
information system supporting PERT/Cost networks whenever and wherever they are used.
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job for a single value engineer to tackle. Thus,
there is almost always a set of components to
which V.E. techniques should be applied. Each
component within the set should be ranked according to a preliminary quantitative estimate of the
cost-reduction opportunity that could be realized
by spending more value engineering effort time
and money. To control expendit-ures of this additional V.E. effort, the following rule can be used
by the manager or the individual value engineer:
if one dollar of a1dditional V.l'-. effort applied to
a component is likely to yield at least $10 of sayings in the current project, then expend the additional effort. Otherwise, shift the V.E. effort to
another component of the overall V.E. job to be
done.
Thus. the V.E. manwger and the individual
value engineer should constantly assess tlhe value
of expending their own resource&

Summary

ment in the performance of most defense products
means that in design evaluations, cost criteria are
not usually invoked as early or as rigorously as
performance criteria. It is not usually advisable
to apply value engineering techniques until after
there is rea.onable assurance that some design will
meet performance specifications. Until this as.
surance is obtained, value engim ,.rs have little to
challenge or offer by way of an alternative. Thus,
value engineering techniques can be applied too
early in the life of a product. On the other hand,
V.E. techniques can be applied too late to achieve
maximum cost reduction. Glenemally, V.E. should
be applied initially after the laboratory (or "breadboard") model has been tested and approved and
before production has commenced.
Criteria for focusing V.E. efforts stem from
three sources: (1) comparing actual or estimated
costs with value standards; (2) a relative ranking
of the costs of the items being considered; and (8)
a classification and matching of V.E. resources

As an organized (i.e, specialized) function,
value engineering accomplishes esseltially two
.nings: (1) it challenges the feasibility of an existing design by invoking cost criteria; (2) it odrig;nates design alternatives that will not jeopardize
function, but will reduce future costs (production,
operating and nmaintenance) of the hardware.
Value engineering resources and talents are
scarce commodities. Criteria are needed for managers and value engineers to decide where, when
and to which components of a hardware project
existing resources and talents should be applied.
The urgency of need for accelerated improve-

with the total job to be done.
PERT/Cost networks are useful for guiding
V.X. efforts because they contain explicit estimates
of the type-R, sequence, time and cost of activities
required to produce prototype models of a product
design.
The extent of V.X. efforts can be measured in
terms of hours or dollars of effort expended. A
rqasonable guide for budgeting additional V.E.
efforts is to continue allocating more ft,-ids and
manpower to value engineering as long as the expected gains equal or exceed ten times the cost of
the added V.E. efforts.
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Chapter IV
MANAGEMENT REVIEW AND ACTION

Introduction
Preceding chapters have described the steps required t4o select a product for value engineering,
to make a VE. study of the selected product and
to prepare change proposals based on the results
of the. w,:vdy. The completed propasal. must then
be re , .ied fnd evaluated by originator and custamer management.
For V.E. propos0a1, the reviewing or checking
element of the enginzering change procedure concentratee on two basic factors: first, does the proposed change provide a product which meets
required performance capabilities and, second,
does the change reduce total future costs. "Will
it work?" and "how much will it save?" are two
questions of fundamental importance. Answering theso questions initially is the responsibility
of the originator and is an integral part of the
VX. methodology presented in (Chapter ii. Assuring that they have been answered completely
and -,orrectly is the responsibility of reviewing
authorities.
This chapter dimeasseW the responsibility of
originator and customer reviewing authorities and
presents 3ome of the factors they must consider
during review of V.E. change proposals. Although the material in this chapter is prinarly
intended. for reviewing personnel. he content
should be carefully studied by originators, since
a thorough knowledge of how a proposal is evaleated will have a salutary effect on the thoroughmess
and completeness of propcosal preparation,
The DOD Engineering Change Procedure

Since most V.E. proposals involve engineering

between preparation of a proliusal and final action
on it.

Nonethele~qs, thes deficiencies ame not so

on t. N hny phvle thes
t
succes aresng
they prevent tho succetwf ul processing
serious
of valuetha~tenginering
proposals, provided these
s are adequately prepared and aggrprop
sivety followed up by the originator. The problAm of timely processing of engineering changes
is currently being Wtudied. Some useful improvemonte ahrady developed include:
&Giving proper priority to cust reduction
0 ivng e re
change.
0 Using a souid processing scheduling system.
0 Modifying the change process by such mothads msusing concurrent flow, setting time
limits, assigning specific responsibilities and
using modern data handling techniques.
* Preparing clear and accurate change pro.
posals.
0 Reviewing these proposals prior to submission to ensure that they are complete, correct,
of significant value and readily subject to
customer review.
Additional improvements will be forthcoming as
A dies
progress.
these studies progress.
Who Reviews V.E. Chuge Proposals
it is the job of the value engineering specialists
who originate change proposals to gather and
orjvanize the facts and do the testing neweary to
prove, to their satisfaction, technical and economic
feasibility. This is an integral part of the riethodology of V.E. as discussed in Chapter 1I. this
effort culminates in the preparation of a formal

V.B. change proposal, or abandonment of the

changes, the usual method for processing and
evaluating them is through tire engineering change

study.
Management review of a change propo•al at tie

procedure. Tho Department of Defense reoognizes that deficiencies exist in the engineering

originating activity level may take many forms
but, in general, all are similar in fuintion. The

change procedures currently in use, the most serious being the lengthy delays which often occur

usual proceduro is to route the pkoposal to the
technical staiff with design and/or production re-
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sponsibility for the product affected by the change.
These specialists in turn may request the opinions
of other technical staffs before endorsing or rejecting the proposal. If the technical staffs agree
that the proposal is technically feasible, it i8 sent
to financial control personnel (cost analystq and
cost stuimntors), who may or may not modify the
estimates of savings that were prepared by the
originators. Next, the project manager, if satisfled that the proposal is valid, authorizes its submission to the customer (Department of DNfense).
The customer subjects the proposal to review
by its technical staff; a design configuration control group, if necessary; by cost analysts; and,
finally, by the program manager. The skills required in reviewing V.B. proposal often involve
a combination of those possessed by design engineers, produccioi, engineers, maintenance engi.
neers, logistics specialists, cost accountants, estimators and analysts. In addition, to be effective,
the review procedure requires skills in communieating, understanding and bridging all these specialized fields,
Review for Tothnical Feasibility

originator during the process of formulating the
proposal.
Finally, the review of technical feasibility in'
cludes consideration of its applicability to other
products and/or specifications and standards.
Even if the proposed change proves not feasible
for the product intended, review authorities
might determine that it could be used for other
products. The point is that propusals can be
useful to other product design and development
engineering projects--especially if the originators'
evaluations are rigorous and conclusive. The extent to which a, proposal is applicable to other
products also affects the reviewing authorities'
consideration of its economic feasibility.
Review for Economic Feasibility
The review for economic feasibility usually is
more rigorous than for tochnical feasibility, because the reviewer has wore complete knowledge
of the economic than of the technical factors. The
originator, butlding a component or system to a
specification, is in a better position than the reviewer to prove technical feasibility. However,
the originator seldom, if ever, has complete

There is no standard method for reviewing the
technical feasibility aspects of all V.E. change
proposals. Decisions may be made quickly and
easily on some because of the nature of the proposal or by reference to well-known, similar
products or designs that support the change.
Other proposals may require full-scale operational tests to satisfy the customer that they are
technically feasible.
In formulating a proposal, the originator, if
he does a complete job, invoetigaf,te technical
feasibility from several points of view. At the
minimum,
Fnhi
i nhe
he
ou Satisfies
s 9 otishimself
himselfrthat:d.'
bees that:
* Function has not been sacrificed.

knowledge of such economic factors as:
* Number of units to which the change may
ultimately be applied.
0 Applicability of the proposal to other
products,
* Loss from disposal (other than at originating
activity) of material made obsolete by the
change.
0 Cost of negotiating a Contract Change
Notice.
* Cost of pre•pa,.ng ,a"ng,,.,nica~
documentation to all affected parties.
l fetdpris
dcmnaint

* Reliability requirements are met.
* Quality requirements cin be maintained,
iTh.changedcomponent orlhrt lB compatible
with the system.

TThe first three of them factors tn be determined
with reasonable accuracy, at relatively little cost
or effort. The others cannot, and in the absence
of specific, readily available cost data, must be

* Safety has not been prejudiced.
0 Maintainability has not been sacrificed.
Obviously the reviewing authority cannot repeat
all thi technical analyses performed by the originator. Rather, hIe assures himself t.bnt al)pproved,
sound testing methods and reliable, approved
data a"d engineering techlniques were used by the

covered by some form of surcharge.
A. Paotorerteadihy Determinable with Reason.
ableA .rcy
1. NAmer of Units to Whioh c'hange will
Apply
In terms of the number of units of a
product, the originator measures the applicabil"•ity of a V.E. change proposal to those units that

Cost of reviewing proposal at customer level.
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will be produced after the change is implemented,

easily or with a high degree of accuracy. Included

as provided in his procurement contract then in
force. Plans for future procurement contracts
are sucptible to cancellation. Therefore, to be
realistic, the estimates of total savings from a
V.E. change should apply to units produced under
the contract currently in force.
The customer revie--ying authority does
not necessarily have to be as constrained. He
should use all knowledge available to help him
make a judgment as to the most likely number
of units to which a change will be applied,
Applio&4 /tyto Other Products

in these costs are those of (1) negotiating a Contract Change Notice, (2) preparing and distributing technical documentation and (3) reviewing
the, proposal at the customer level. In thesecases,
it is necessary that reviewing activities develop
and apply surcharges to each V.E. change pro.
posal. Development of these surcharges will not
be an easy task because of the lack of cost data.
Until such time as cost data is available, these
surcharges will have to be established somewhat
arbitrarily. It is important that these surcharges,
once established, be made known to originators of

S2.

While the originator should include in

V.E. zhange proposals and that reviewers make

his proposal any known applicability to other
products, the customer has a greater capability for
identifying this. The reviewer should ensure

their application a matter of record in each proposal they review.

that his review procedure provides for this. In

Sumfmary

those cases where it is determined that a V.E. proposai is applicable to other products, the total net

The engineering change procedure is the most
frequently used method for eya!ucting and con-

savingb from such application must be determined,

trolling V.E.

This requires the reviewer to subject the additional possible application to the same rigorous
cost analysis that is spelled out in Cbpter II,
.Loa from Disposal of a
The proposed chang may
t r make bia -

exist in current change procedures, active steps
are bsing taken to correct them. Primary reon-

lete certain spare parts that have already been
provisioned in inventories at the time the change
is implemented. The value of these spare parts
is reduced, perhaps to nothing. There may even

with the originator. Management review, however, assures that the originator has completely
and correctly demonstrated total feasibility.
The originator usually is in a better position to

be a significant additional expenqe to dispose of

determine technical feasibility than the reviewer.

thew obsolete ptrta.

Thus, the reviewer attempts to assure that the

The icss of material made obsolete by a
V.E. change may be significant to the savings

proper techniques were used by the originator in
demonstrating technical feasibility-he usually

changes. Although

deficiencies

sibility for demonstrating that a V.E. ohange proposal is technically and economically feasible rests

calculations, although strictly speaking, they gen-

does not repeat, for instance, the testing program.

orally should not be counted as part of the non-

On the other hand, the review authority usually

recurring expenses of making a V.E. change.
The cost of providing this material has already
-,en incurred in the past; what is done now cannot change the past. It is not realistic to penalize
future realizable savings by expenses that were
incurred in the past. As a practical matter, however, the expense from not using, and perhaps
disposing of parts already bought for building
the product or provisioning it in the field, may
be included as a non-recurring cost of a V.E.

is in a better position to determine total net sayings, i.e., the economic feasibility, because as the
cuitomer he has knowledge of economic factors
not available to the originator. These factors must
all be considered during the review of proposals.

change-especially if the parts could be used if
the change wvere not made.
B. Use of ,'uroarge8
All the costs that must be considered by re.
view authorities cannot be developed or estimated
32

It is important for the originator to fully understand the proCesses which the reviewing authority uses in evaluating proposals. Such an
understanding will enable the originator to im-

prove the quality of V.E. proposals submitted for
review. Patterning the originating activity review procedure after the customer review procedure contributes to the efli ieacy with Which V.E.
change proposals can bp processed.
(,

A

Chapter V
ORGANIZATION
Introduction
Preceding chapters have covered tile definition,
philo~x.phy, methodology and application criteria
of value engineering as well as the evaluation and
review processes necessary to bring it to fruition,
The methods of organizing the value engineering
function are equally important. Full benefits of
the V.E. program cannot be achieved without a
well-planned, sound organization.
An effective organization consists of more than
a number of neat black boxes and lines on a chart.
It is a living organism mado up of people whose
efforts are directed toward a common objective,
In the final analysis, the success or failure of an
organization depends on the quality of people selected to staff it. The selection and training of
qualified personnel and the motivational influences
required to stimulate them are the subjects of other
chapters of this Handbook. However, the basic
requirement for well-qualified people should be
kept firmly in mind when considering tie organ izational aspects of a V.E. program.

qualitatively and development of policy and
procedures for the application of value engineerineg.
A typical list of responsibilities assigned to
the coordinating function follows:
0 Program control throughout the organization. This includes selection of product
areas to be subjected to study, assignment of
savings targets to each of the units within
the activity, allocation of resources necemsary to meet these targets, development of
reporting systems to measmure progress toward these goals and performance of periodic informal reviews to qualitatively
evaluate the various elements of the program.
* Development and supervision of the V.E.
training program in cooperation with the
training department.
* Continuous review and follow-up en all V.E.
changes in process, both within tie organization and at the customer level.
* Provision of technical guidance to operating

Two Types of V.E. Functions
sidered in structuring an organization to do V.E.the coordinating or planning function and the operating function. In smaller activities these two
functions may be performed by the same group,
yet the functions remain separate and distinct,
The coordinating function is principally characterized by its assistance to those who perform
the V.E. analysis, -while the operating function is
concerned with the actual performance of V.E.
Each of these functions is discussed below.
A. 7'he CoordinatingFunet.kon
The coordinating function is concerned with
overull programn control, assignment of savings
targets and the allocation of resources neces.sry
to meet these targets, determination of priorities,
measurement of progress both quantitatively and

*

V.E. units, including dissemination of in"formation
concerning new technological advances which possibly can be of
use in the
V.E. effort.
Management of a publicity program directed
to top management and to all personnel who
are or should be concerned with product
value, informing them of the results of the
V.E. effort.
and from outside sources, in order to support the development of valid value standpr
d
el

B. The OperatingFunction
The operating V.E. function is concerned
with the actual performance of value engineering.
The prime responsibility of this group is to conduct V.E. studies and generate V.E. change pro33

posals. This function is carried out by value
engineers or by other personnel trained in the
value engineering technique. Succeeding seetions of this chapter discuss a number of ways of
organizing the application of the value engineering technique, regardless of when or where it is
applied. The basic technique, as set forth in
Chapter II, remains the same.
Additonally, the operating function usually
has the responsibility for ensuring that any V.E.
proposal is carried through to completion, i.e.,
either implemenlation or rejection. In other
words, it is the operating function that is responsible for "closing the loor" on the V.E. promwes,
although in seme organizations the coordinating
function shares the responsibility for "closing the
loop."

KSy Varabls Affoeting Orga

SActivity

There is no one magic pattern which represents
the optimum organizational structure for performing the value engineering function. A basic
distinction must be made between pioducing activities and procuring activities since their approwch to V.E. is different due to their basic purposes. Even within these broad groupings, which
are disussed separately in succeeding sections of
this chapter, organizational patterns vary from
activity to activity depending upon several key
variables, such as size of the operation, the product mix involved and the existing organizational
structure of the activity,
The size of the activity will determine the number of luvels in the V.E. organizational structure.
For example, in a small company the V.E. funetion may be organized in only one unit or even
in one man, embodying both the coordinating and
operating functions. On the other hand, in a
very large company there may be a corporate director of V.E., division managers of V.E. ani
plant managers of V.E., all performing only the
coordinating function. In addition, there may be
a number of operating V.E. units in each of the
major depar~ments of each plant.
The type of product produced by the activity
greatly affects the type of V.E. organization. For
example, a company specializing in research and
development on advanced aerospace equipment ohviously will be heavily engineering oriented and
the principal focus for V.E., therefore, will fall
34

within the engineering department. On the other
hand, a manufacturing company primarily engaged in the production of standardized military
items which are procured in large quantities on a
recurring basis tends to concentrate V.E. effort in
the production department. Another company
that subconra~cts a great portion of the total dollar
value of their contracts might well place primer,
emphasis on V.E. in the purchasing department.
In order to inject a new management tool into
a going operation with the least possible confusion,
it is desirable to utilize to the maximum possible
extent the existing organizational structure.
There is an organizational similarity between V.E.
and other disciplines such as reliability, quality
control and maintainability. V.E. might be fitted
into an organization in the same manner as these
other disciplines.

V.E. Organization in the Producing
Activity

A. ThU Coordinatinq Function
The specific location of this function varies
from organization to organization due to the several variables already mentioned. Because of their
natural tie-in, however, many companies have integrated the value engineering staff activity with
quality control, reliability and maintainability and
grouped these functions under the general heading
of product assurance. This is a reasonable and
logical way 'o organize the V.E. coordinating
fun' tion, particularly in engineering-oriented
organizations.
The coordinating function is not limited to a
particular level of an organization. For example,
it may be required at two or more levels in a large
company; in small operations only a single level
may be required. However, it is important in any
size organization that the highest level coordinating function represent a clear focis of responsibility for the overall performance of the value
engineering effort. It also is important that this
function report to an executive with the power to
cut across departmental or divisional lines, since
there will normally be V.E. activities in two or
more departments, such as engineering, purchasing, production, etc.
B. The Operating Function
The operating function of value engineering
can be organized in a number of ways depending
upon the size, product mix and existing structure

of the company. In practice, ho-,ever, most of the

engineering staff to subjct more projects to V.S.

patterns fall into three categories:

analysis.

1. liver-futtiond Projeot Teatm
"Ad hoe" teams of specialists including
full-time value engineers are assigned to perform
value engineering on specific components, suboystems or end items. Normally the team is comprisfA of representatives from various departments, i.e., design, production ungineering, purchasing, industrial engineering, manufacturing,
etc. The complexity of the hardware and its cot
will determine the intensity of anaylsis undertaken
by the project team. The team may work on a full
or part-time basis and may be established for a
short term (two weeks) or for a long period of
time (six months). The team approtch can be
used in any stage of the project cycle but, in pract ice, it more fretuently is used downstream rather
than in the design stasp. This method of organizing the operating func tion has the advantage of
bringing together a numnber of diverse yet complementary talents which provide a multi-disciplined
approach to the problem. The disadvantage of
this approach is that it does not provide for the
development of a continuing capability in depth
since project teams aro normally disbanded after
the completion of their task.
2. Project Vaeuw Eqineera
In this approach a value engineer is assigned to a particular project to do V.E. from design through production. In this case, the value
engineer normally has a high technical capability
in the product area to which he is assigned. He
is responsible for ensuring that optimum value is
built into the product at every stage in its development. This method of organizing the V.E. effort
has the advantage of providing a continuity of
value engineering analysis through all design and
productikn decision points. Its disadvantage i
that the number of projects which can be value
engineered is limited by the number of professional value engineers on the staff,
3. Procedurl Revke PointM
Under this method a value engineer participates in all committee decisions at the estab
lished review points such as design reviews, makeor-buy reviews, systems integration, drawing
release points, etc. The value engineer in this case
is responsible for ensuring that value coisiderat:or•s are given proper weight at each of these dccision points. This approach permits the value

I

It usually is linked with widespread

training programs which attempt to train all per.sonnel concerned with product value to perform

-,

V.Y A, ijrt ef *heir ver)eday job. The role of
the professional value engineer at the review points
is principally one of determining whether value
has been properly considered in the product's development and produntion. The disadvantage of
this system is that it does not encourage any In.
tensive, in-depth value engineering studie.
There are many variations on the above
three methods of organizing at the operating level.
The three general patterns mentioned above ob.
viously are not mutually exclusive. Many org %nizations use combinations of the above--some
even use all three at the same activity. The determination of the correct one to be applied at any
given activity is a function of the variables referred to earlier (size, product mix, existing organization structure.)
The type of V.E. training program
used by the activity can have an effect on the type
of organization selected. For example, as cited
above, an activity that has put a large number of
people through a seminar training program could
decide to select alternative 3 (above) and use a few
value engineers only as monitors to ensure that
value has been built into the prod ct.

I
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V.E. Organization in DOD Procuring
Activities
Many of the comments made in the preceding
section covering V.E. organization in industrial
activities, both orivate and Government, also are
pertinent to a di•'hussion of organization for V.E.
in DOD non-indtzriaA activk%& Pof example,
nti
even in non-industrial activities the coordinating
and operating functions remain distinct and identifiable. Generally speaking, the higher levels in
the DOD are concerned with the coordinating
function while the operating function is found
principally at the field activity level. The basio
difference, however, between producing and procuring activities is that the latter place primary
emphasis on evaluation of proposals and on preprocurement purification of specifications rather
than on detailed V.E. studies.
There are, however, some significant differences
in the environment of field activities which need
to be clarified. The prime responsibility of the
V.E. unit in these activities is to provide assistance
33

to technical staffs in evaluating V.E. change pro-

Applied. The overriding consideration is a rea-

posals submitted by contractors. Generally , V.E.

sonable return on the funds invested. Underd4flhg the V.E. function does not permit maxi-

studies performed by a procuring activity are sec.
ondary in importance and are limited to a study

I

of the specifications contained in procurement
packages. The V.E. units at any procuring activity also provide guidance to contracting officers
concerning the type of V.E. incentive clause to be
included in contracts. Although assistance in
evaluating contractor proposals and guidance to
contracting officers is also a responsibility of V.E.
units at the command and technical bureau level
in DOD, their primary responsibility is overall
program control.
As stated eaiiier, there is no one correct way to
organize the V..#. sffort in procuring activities,
An a rule of limn3rb, however, it can be stated that
V.E. has some tljr-a kinship -with the disciplines
of quality control, rt:W.-iity and ,naintainability
"and, therefore, should wheumver possible le organized similarly to these functioits.

mum utilization of the technique; overstaffing
leads to a lowered savings to cost vatio and dam.
ages the program by subjecting it to charges of
"empire building.'

-.--

Illustrative Examples

The following examples of organizing for the
V.E. function are ivi'tded as illustrations of the
concepts presented in this chapter. They are not
intended for use as "preferred" models.
Egxznple I-Defense contractor A is a prime
producer in the aerospace industry and has an
annual dollar volume of five hundred (500) million dollars in military contract., mary of which
are research and development projects. The
company has two major divisions, the aeronautical
division and the missile and space division which
are separated geographically. The prime responsibility for the V.E. effort in this company is
Determination of the Level of Effort
lodged in a corporate director of value engineering who is concerned with the overall program
Over a period of time the level of VE. effort to
control, policy guidance and direction of the combe applied will be determined by the ratio of net
pny-wide V.E. t:raining program. Each of the
savings achieved to costs incurred. Generally
two divisions has a division coordinator of value
speaking, this ratio should exceed 10 to 1; in
engineering rcpor-.iUng to the vice presidents for
other words, for every dollar spent for value onengineering. Each of theze managers has several
or
more
gineering, the activity should recover ten
full-time value engineers on their staffs to assisti
dolars. This ratio of return may not be possible,
the manager in determining priorities of projects
however, where the total effort is applied to deto be subjected to value engineering, allocuting revelopment programs which include only the prosources to these projects, setting targets for exduction of a few end items. Returns of as low as
pected results and measuring progress toward
2 to 1 may be worth while in such instances.
these objectives. Within the engineering, proIt is a more difficult matter, however, to deduction and purchasing departments of each ditermine how much to invest initially in a V.E.
vision there are a number of value engineers who
program. The level of effort is a variable deare assigned to specific projects. Once assigned,
pending upon whether it is a producing or proa value engineer remains with the project througlhthe
organization,
the
of
size
the
curing activity,
d.- out its lifO in the company, performing V.E. on
products handled, etc. Experience to date ..
the hardware at preselected points in the product
cates that a budget of from '/1a of 1% to 1/2 of
cycle. To the extent possible, the studies are
appropriate
volumeisan
1% oftotalannual dollar
timed to coincide with already established review
level for producing activities. For procuring
points such as design reviews, make-or-buy deactivities, a level of effort approximately one-half

of the range for producing activities is considered
reasonable but may vary considerably depending
upon the degree of inhouse specification analysis
undertaken by the procuring activity. These
figures are presented only as guidelines and should
not be taken as inflexible limitations.
The structure of the V.E. organization also will
be a determining factor in the level of effort to be
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cisions, drawing releases, etc.

(See organization

chart, Exhibit 1.)
Examph- --Defense contractor B is a manufacturor of ordnance items for the military. Allmanufacturing is done at one plant which has an annual volume of twenty (20) million dollars. All
of its military contracts are for the production of
relatively stable items which are ie-procured on

(

-

an annual basis. This contractor hniq ?ý~ CD~ae
liili-6u, vaue
,,, engineer who reports to tile :ogor of industrial engineering, who in turn reports
to the vice president of maifacturing. The value

engineer performs both the coordinating and oporating functions. He selects his own projects
after conferring with the managers of industrial
engineering, production and production engineering. He conducts many of these projects himself
but, in some cases, participates in a team effort
with representatives of the production engineering
department and various shop departments. (See
Exhibit 2.)
Rawn ple 8-Shipyard C has a staff of four fulltime value engineers reporting to the chief design
engineer, who reports to the Planning Officer, who
in turn reports to the shipyard commander. The
value engineering department carries out both the
coordinating and operating function. Most of
their p)rojects, however, result from suggestions
generated in other departments of the yard or, in
some cases, from other shipyards. Their principal effort is directed toward, first, screening these
suggestions to select out. those which look the most
promising and then, second, carrying out V.E.
studies on the priority projects. In performing
the actual analysis, they often draw heavily upon
personnel in other departments of the yard. (See
Exhibit 8.)
Examnple 4-Procuring activity D is responsible
for the procurement of aeronautical spare parts
for one of the military services. It has a mailager of value engineering, reporting to the director of procurement, who is responsible for the coordination of V.E. activities in each of the procurement divisions of the directorate. Value ongineers in each of the procurement divisions perform lue engineering studies on priority items
selected by the manager of value engineering
prior to their procurement by the various contracting officers. Tire V.E. studies principally
consist of a detailed analysis of the specifications

contained in the procurement. packages. In addit ion to performing V.E. studies of the type men.
tioned above, the value engineering staffs of t ie
tcalled often ate
divisions
upon
todieo th tpe tenhnical staffs of each procurement division in evaluating value engineering change proposas suba
.
mitred by contractors. See Exhibit 4.)
Summary
A sound organizational structure is an essential
requirement of an effective value engineering prograin. There are two functions to consider; the
coordinating and the operating functions. The
former is concerned with assisting those who
perform V.E. while the latter is directed toward
the actual performance of V.E. There is no one
correct way to organize the V.E. effort, The specifio structure selected depends on a number of key
variables; size of the activity, product mix, existing organization and whether the activity is a
producer or procurer of hardware. In producing
activities, emphasis is placed on performing V.E.
analyses. In procuring activities, the major effort is directed to evaluating and processing V.E.
change proposals submitted by the producers of
hardware. In addition, procuring activities may
establish ar. "inhouse" V.E. effort concentrating
on pro-procurement analysis of speciflcations.
The level of effort will eventually be determined
by actual return on investment but initially, for
producing activities, the cost of the V.E. program
should range between %oof 1% to 1%•of 1% of
the total annual dollar volume of the activity.
For procuring activities, it should be approximately one-half of this figure but may deviate considerably from this range depending upon the
degree of inhouse specification analysis undertaken. The overriding consideration is the attainment of a reasonable return (10 to 1 or more
except on certain types of development programs)
on the funds invested in the value engineering
effort.
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Chapter VI
TRAINING
IntrodwM•ln
Man aire not born with the specific skills that
nsks
society requires, but must develop them.c
aluently, carefully formulated programs for
training personnel
essontialemphasis
to any new
and
emerging
program. are
Increased
on value
engieergingprogram.Ining
easd em phsistony
i
ve l
engineering training is mandatry if the full
potential of V.E. is to be realized.
A planned program of value engineering train•

in ap~propriate DOD/Industry organizations
ing
i
inproprid

man-n
is required. Only einl this way will the skilled
S.. nianor Only
ai
ethiswa
the
klledenginer
"power become available to do the value engineering job. A corollary benefit will accrue. Any
planned program of training demonstrates an organization's interest in the development of its

ing training. Workshop seminars and indoctrination lectures for training operating personnel are
discussed. The contribution of formal institution
training, on-the-job training and rotational work
assignments to the development of full-time value
assinmenis
outhe
Attent
o isiscalled
calle t'
engineers is outlined.
Attention
also
a few miscellaneous training techniques that have
been found useful.
Obviously, these training techniques are not
Ouvuouly ese
traing ehes oreanot

mutually exclusive, nor will every organization

need to employ all types of value engineering
training at one time. De-cisions as to what types
are appropriate and who is to be trained depend
in part upon the size of the organizalion and the

scope

Of itH Activities.

ct

personnel. Thus, training programs are an eftec.

Techniques for Training Operat;ng Per-

tive integration of the interests of both management and employe
In discussing v
engineering training, a disinctiion must be made between the full-time value
eihgineering specalist, i.e., the "protfewional"
value engineer, and other operating pArsonnel.
With respect to the specialist, training programs
generally assume that formal academic training in
an anginaering or related discipiine has been comnpleted. Closely supervised on-the-job training
and rotational work assignments are the most frequently used techniques for training the V.E. spo
cialist. The objectiv, is a fully-qualif.od vahlu
engineer capable of holding his 3wn in a formal
value engineering job environment. The V E.
training for other operating personnel cinif be sacomolished through indoct-inetion lectures and
participation in workshop semnin:arm. The o1.clive of this training is to give the iniividual u
basie understanding of the goals of V.E. and 1
present to him some specific V E. techniques for
,-" ir. his work.
This ehapter pt ,'slits iofllie of the lei'hIiqu
tlat have bec-,, used surceesfully in ¢.,%lue en'ineer-

sonnol
A
I. Purpose
Workshop seminars are the main source
of formal value eigineering training for operatirig personnel. Because workshop seminars identify individua'. with Slecim aptitude for value
engineering, they alk can he considered as one of
thie first steps in developing qualified full-time
value .ngineers.
Incorporation of the "loan by
doing" tielhnique in the form of prjei't work
demon.trackn tiht feasibility of vahle engineering
methodology.
The broad objectives of workshop temilars are (0:
* Fmlcale personiel in the methodology of
v' ir engineering.

*

l)emonstrste Iy personal particip)atio that
the nttodology is effective as a routine diecipline for cost reduction.
#* Inmprove r'onmunitiaiion between all groups
eolnetnreld wvith prlo'1htei hise.
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Iden tify personnel who have falent. for v'udue
engineering,
0 Develop raw data for actual V.E. change
0

l)1lOpOals.

Characteristi~cs

The particular arrangement and curriculum for workshbop seminars will vary according
to the orgatnization's products, major business, siz
and structure. However, certain definable attributes of the workshop seminar tire considered
fundamental. Each of theso aire discussed in the
following paragraphs.
a. Prlorify of Aftendarcc
Conflict between the ptressures of
daily task accomplishmenit aind seminar attendance
must be resolved prior to student selection. Stress
should be placed on the uneed for regular
atedac.

Duyy o

n

.aiY

cetethe

r.DuWango fodrttoesighy
S hodurse i
A rngeof
ort toeigty our is
suggested. The time should be divided about
fifty-fifty between lecture aind projevt work. Halfday and full-day sessions have been found to work
well, less than half-day sessions have been found
inaideqtiate. In any event, the total calendar time
between the first session and the last session should
rangn from twvo to four weeks. Less than two
weelm may not provide sufficient time for the attendees to *obtainsuitable cost data on their projectt,

66peclally if

required.

outside vendor quotations are

thie value engineering training contact within their
respective areas.
The, interfaces between Governinont agencies and contractors can be improved
through the workshop seminar. Significant coinmunication improvements have been achieved by
Inviting subcontractors, contractors or Government agency representatives to at-tend,
d. Team Onqanization and Responsiblt
Seina
ttnee r asgndt
teani of
Seominaur atoegtenfeetae asrigedt to
tion (se ea. below). A team of six or seven permiits moro complete workshop coverage of advanced value engineering methodology such as tile
development of value standards or a coat target
pa otlepoet
lan formthe project.silefo
p~reparation of at report, which describes its
application of the lecture theory to their workshop
project. U~pon completion of the seminar, these
reports normally are submitted to the value
engineering line organirrition for possible-ipeenain
inpeinainMany workshop seminars devote
their last few hours to oral presentations by a few
or by all teams. Team members are called upon
e
t ~eei ocuin n eomnain
isre
ushiosady projmet.
o
satin frosenthi
e. Wo-rkshop Projeeta

Projecs are an essential element of

the workshop seminars. The participants, workC. Number of Partietpants
ing in teams, apply the value engineering methClass size will vary acecording to the
odology to a piece of hardware, This exercise
euto
feunl
eut nsgiiatcs
organizational needs and the availability of experincetosere
peronnl
astea proectlead7,mala, thereby proving to the individual that
ers. Poqt practice indicates the optimum group
.,n improve ptxIduct value and that the value
to be a~bout forty persons. However, tiatisfactory
engineering methodology does work, Although
results have been obtained with groups of onA
seminar project. work is an exercise, it. mumt offer
hundred. 'rhe larger group obviously requires
at real opportunity for the team's efforts to be
more careful planning of p~roject work and vendor
realized. Every attempt should be made to select
coordination,
a "live" project, with actual savings potential.
Attendees for each seminar should
The' following features are dosirbe drawn. from the various line and staff groupB.
able foi- workshop projects:
Thle followinig groups should be represented at
V Prejudged as sugceptible, to cost improvement.
each seminar: engineering (design, project, spedi0 Assembly of from five to fifty iindividual
firstion, 1(51), purchasing, manufacturing, reliap~arts or details1.
bility. finonce and quality. One ta ",pore personnel
0 Hardware katnple and/or mockup is
from contracts, sales/markcting, ir.dustrial relaavailable.
tioils and 1% 4ther ft'-tion which has; interfaces
0 Drawings, sparsm, layouts3 ure available.
With VIa"
-iml
derations she-. ]d bf, scheduled
0 Total cost per program is large enough to
to attend cthefirstseininar. TheN then cain sr'.'as
i':hieve measurable reduction.
"5tr2890

0
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0 Performs a distinct. function by itself.
* IResponsiblo designer or equivalent agrees to

its Ilse.
* Unclassified,
Projctis should be selected at least
two to four weeks in advance, of tile semninar.
One project per teamn and a few sparps rhould
be prepared. A distribution of projects among
electronic, mechanical, hydraulic, etc., is usually
desirable. It is not necesisary for the attendees to
have specialty knowledge conceriting the equipinent to he vidusengineered.
A data packag Imust he prepared
for each seminar project. A data, package check
list is included as Exhibit I to this chapter. In
addition, ground r"'Jes to guide the team should be
provided for each project. These should specify
the anticipato quantity to be used in calculating
alternate costs, learning curve factors and a policy
focomputing the cost ofmaking changes.
f. Ledet'hipi~ation
Smino

are sualy ofleaersip Prsonel
Treetyps
aeuulyinvolved in a vable
engineering serninar: lecturers, guest speakers and project leaders.
The lecturers p~rovide the theory and background
* of the, valute engineering methodology and creative
probleat-solving. Guest speakers are used, as
needed, to cover the areas of inhouse, disciplinea
which touch onl value considerationti. These in.'
elude purchasing, cost accounting, contract. atd.
* min~istration and estimating. Project leaders pro-

v-ide guidance and stinmulation (luringp thle project
work portion of the semninar. Ordinarily, project
leaders work withi front one to three ierms.
Tile lectures m)]lst combinle all lin-

derstanding of their topic with the ability to corn-

should be given on the details of internal procethires that beart' pon (ibe value program. This
includes topics such as: internal cost procedures,
contractual aspects of value engineering, relationship of value engineering to reliability, quality

control and pu'rchasing services, etc. A typical
wrklo)emarcrilu ispeetds
hibif 2 to this chapter.

It. V'eidot' 11w'tiipation
To'(acqUaiTt 13111tiCipaul~ts with the

supir'role, it limited number of vendors may
be' invited to paraicipt'ie in the seminar. Vendorts
should be itivited to send two representatives, one
technic-al and ono cost estimating, with a small display of their product oi, process. Vendors sihould
he selected appropriate. to thie workshop projects.
A portion of the pr-oject time (one day) can he
designated for teami utembers to discuss their proj.
pt ihvnos
B., JIndoct'snation Leetures
Ti yo
tann nopse
aiir
sessions of front one to eighut hours dura-

tioii. Thlese sessions introdiice the fundamentals,
gasadoeaino
ievleegneigpo
Toaes
opertion
ane ofr e
aie
sothevaueniergpro
gai
Ie
r neddtt
uine
te
thnhoeepteloatnd'okipsena.

Ii)11tdtitlttationl lpct ille are nlplroVhose- primary risponsdbilt~y
dopes not wyarrant aitenclaiwe at at full-scale workshop seminlar, sutch as: middle nunnatrgleiret executi vest senior stalf l)N5illoniel, planning personnel,
4li'aftsilleii, laboratory tet'lmicians and newly-hired
Ijidmte

jer1soatxel.
The speceific. content of indoe-tiina-

tion leptures must he tailored to the autd once.
However, certain basic ieatures are common.

* Coneepis of -,altw.
*Principles of u'-ilue enginee-ring mtethiodology.
* rtrafrapitin

ing all fidll time valute engineers, hut it is desirable
that. they hav1e previously attended a sem-iinlar At
least ono of theQ lecturers should he a vnite eng~itrees'. Guest speakers sthould he experta in their

g. ('iwr.~wnm
A sempirmarilf lectutre Sv'lteduh* shouild be
pre parted :itt ad ra nc'' TIhe curri-iuhIutt s1ion Id
s-Dyd' till a1lwdtsv1 of tile vot In engineering isiethetiolOgy 104 111-i~i.'.Cl ita Chaptler 11. 1 AS't ire
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.

respective fields. Project leadlers mtust hiave pre-gn~t~o
vious value. engineering experience. They should
hMable to k~ee1 , the Iteam1ollergim-d towatrd tile sc-

mnar goal. The value engineering stair is the biest
emce~e of project lenders.

for pez-OMIC!

pea

he

ei

gincering pr~rai

Contractual aspects.

* Came histories.
* Rela~tionshtip anld rout rihlt ion of til- audi Once to thle vailue ellginlering pt'ogi'iui).

The effort to Platt and present iindoct rinetition lev.dmmdtIit hinted fere withI nor jeop'ard ize tII
workshop seminar effort. I oevr ite-y slustid
be accomlplished aLssoonl Uasfeasible a fteu ilypleI mires

mentation of the workship program. This type of
training activity is normally performed by staff
~' value engineers,

Selectinr

ndTanin

andrainng
Vlue ngin.rs
gV leE in rs

A. Selectimt Ciiiteria
Most p)racticing value engineers have an
atcademic degree in one of the engineering or refated disciplines, or they have the equivalent in
years of experience in thewe fields. No formal
academic training exists for value engineering,
per se. While attempts are being mitide to de-velop
value engineering courses; for inclusion in engineeriiig curricula, it is not likely that value enwill be recognived ats a major subject for
acadlemic study, as is electrical, me-chanical , in)dustrial or civil engineering. Thus, value enlgineers inust be developed by DOD and industry.
For value engineering trainees, it is reasonable to require academic training in related fields.
It. would be difficult for someone without this
academic background to enter the field and (develop
at a reasonable pace.
value engineer must. be
To be successfx.
rseted for his professional competence, but
qulalily as important, hie must have the tact and
diplomacy to sell himself and his ideas. An effective value engineering program depends onl the
skill and persuasiveness of the value engineer in
establishing close working relationships with all
personnel concerned with product value. Thus,
it. is imperative that. personality traits besat roii gly
emphasized in the selection of value engineering
trainees.
As previously discussed, the workahip seminar
can servo as a screening device in the selection of
value engineering tratlees. The seminars provide
an opportunity for an individual to display value
talents and to be observed for evidence of desiredl
personality traits. In addition, workshop semniliars give the potential value engineer an oppom'tunity to get a taste of value work before lie is
110'111iinttee to it.
~L':,q
interests of cost. effertiveiiess are serverl by usging the workship seiminar am it
"test hed" before proceeding with on-the-job

Igincering

trmaifinr.g
B. 0.st-lhe Job) Train~in~q
C'n-thep~job training is the practical school
ill wlhid- A' VdI1Ctie~ ,u t ' trainee learns ap-

proved in,.--';od c'f work. 1-fe OP40s wit h the tools
of his trade under the tutelage of qualified vilue
eligineers. lie is giv-en thme opport'mnity to learn

how to apply basic skills to spneific and productive
work assignments. Perhaps as important as the
training received is the satisfaction gained from
being productive while in a training status.
C. Rots~ianal Job Assignments
Such training frequently is used in conjunetion with on-the-job training. It requires the
"trainee" value engineer to be assigned to various
operational areas for limited periods of time.
These areas may include masnufacturing, cost; estimating, methods engineering, design engineering,
etc. Exposure to theee ather environments serves
to broaden the individual's perspective and, in so
doing, leads to an improved understanding of the

complex nature of product value.
Ote

riigTechniques

Many organizations choose to traia personiiel
for V.E. through less formal methods than those,.
previously discussed. Many organizations supporting formal training programs supplement
them with informal training devices. Some of
these informal training approaches are discussed
below.
A. Handbooks and Afantuale
Handbooks and manuals are means of bringing about a climate of cost awareness throughout
the organization. These documents can be value
engineering oriented in the sense that they define
"]how to do" value engineering, or they can provide cost data relating to trade-off possibilities between materials, manufacturing pronesses and
related information, or both.
B. Bulletin., and Newsletters
A value engineering newsletter or bulletin,
distributed periodically, could contain a section
devoted to value engineering methodology.
C. Techniral Al eetings
Value engineering films or speakers fromt
other facilities may he piresented at Inhouse colloqultt.
I). Displays
Case histories annotated to indicate the vatlue
engineering method may We placed at strategic loc'ations throughout the organization.

Implementation of Training
A.- ?'nli-ning Resp&nixibilti,,A
Value engineering training requires pa~rtcipat ion by mfnani orgamnizat ion elemients. Ciuordinittion by a ce'ntral source is desirable to avoid
c'iflict, dup',cation wid diluation of the primar~my
4S

effort.

A value engineering training coordinator

should be designated to not as the focal point for
integration of the total effort. Each functional
department should designate one person amresponsible for coordinating its participation with the
training coordinator.
Most large-seale Department of Defense and
industrial activities have training staffs, usually
as a part of personnel or industrial relations de-

partments. While the primary responsibility for
value engineering training (as with all training)
must rest with the line organizUion, the staff
training personnel play a key role. Their assistance to line personnel includes: coordinating individual speciality training, such as value engitow.ring, with the activity's overall training

Sptogren; developing training devices; providing

and scheduling the use of training facilities; training of instructors in the techniques of training, i.e.,
"teaching the teachers how to teach ;" and many

* Professional societies (Society of American
Value Engineers).

* Colleges/universities (UCLA, Northeastern
University, Boston College).

* Large defense contractors,

9 Department of Defense agencies, shipyards,
arsenals.

Upon completion of this outside training, a Value
Engineering Training Plan can be formulated
which incorporates the organization's specific requirements. The next step would be to schedule
the first inhouse workshop seminar utilizing the
services of one or more of the sources listed above.
In subsequent seminars, responsibility gradually
would be shifted to inhouse personnel, ultimately
culminating in a complete inhouse value engineer-

ing training capability.

Summary

other types of assistance that only professional

Training is an important element of a compre-

training people cant provide.
B. Trabsikg Plan
A training pion should be prepared as a portion of the overall value engineering program
plan. In addition to those elements normally contained in program plans, it should delineate:
0 Annual training schedule for the overall organization and for eae&. major functional
division,
* Assessment procedure to evaluate training
effectiveness.
* A method for developing an inhouse training
capability (if none exists and the size of the
organization warrants).
C. Training Capability Developmewt

hensive value engineering program and requires
proper emphasis if r.E. is to reach its full petential. A planned training program is needed to
provide the nwcessary skilled manapower to do the
V.E. job.
A distinction must be made between training
full-time value engineers and training other operating personnel. The training program for value
engineers is necessarily more detailed and includes
on-the-job training as well as formal instruction.
Ro.ational assignments are often used to improve
the value engineer's understanding of the complex
nature of product value.
The workshop seminars can serve as a first step
in training value engineers and are a major source
of V.E. training for other operating personnel.

The establishiment of inhouse training capsftbility must reflect the needs of the organization.
Therefore, it is necessary that the personnel re-

sponsible for this task be familiar with value engineering and with the overall company or agency
operation. Where no value engineering program
Axists, the inhouse training capability may be
achieved by obtaining initial trainii.g outside the
organization. Some sources of value engineering
training are:
* Consulting organizations with value engineering training canpability,
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Indoctrination activities are an appropriat&, training deaice for personnel not directly involved in
the performance of value engineeriig. Other, less

formal, training techniques employed are manuals
and handbooks, bulletins and newsli tters, technical meetings and displays.
Responsibility for the training program should
be assigned to a V.E. training coordinator. He
should develop and implement a total training
plan. The plan may include the development of
An inmhouse training capability if the size of the
organization justifies such an effort.

Exhibit 1
DATA PACKAGE FOR WORKSHOP PROJECTS

4•

This is not. intended as an exhaustive listing of important considerations,
but is intended to serve as a guide.
i)rwings, Layoums or Sketches
Next Assembly
Assembly
Detail Pprts
Schematics
SInternal
(Cost (Actual and/or A ntieipated)
Tooling
Raw Material
Outside Purchased Parts, Tooling
Inspection
Fabrication
Assembly
Any Other Significant Elements
ManufacturingPlanninq and Staitus
Tooling Description
Handling Equipment
Planning Sheets
Scrap Loss
Lot Size
Packing and Shipping
Contact Points (Name, Location, Telephane)
Responsible Desigiier
Responsible Buyer
Responsible Cost. Analyst
Responsible Contract Administrator
Specialty Consul( ants

Theory
Fabrication

I

"-4

I

Quality
Field Services
Specifwatiomi (Perlornzonce,Model, Process)
Customer
Subcontractor
Design Oritriaacid Status
DesgIntended Function.
W g
Weiait
Reliability
nown Problem Ars
Design History
Fabrication History
Procurement History
Associated Documentation
Manuals
iYandbooks
Reports
4
Contrat Data
Incentives
Futequired
Quanrtity
Anti,,-ipated Future Quantity
Purchemg Data
RPr onmibh
Data er
r
Participating Vendors
Photograph,
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Exhibit 2

SITYPICAL VALUE ENGINEERING WORKSHOP SEMINAR
CURRICULUM
esionI
10
20
20
20
10
15

minutes
minutew
minutes
minutes
minutes
minutes

10 minutes
15 minutes
15 minutes
15 minutes
30 minutes
30 minutes
1 hour, 15 min.
15 minutes
30 minutes
3 hours, 30 miin.
Session II

,

Keynote
Value Eng'ineering's History, Concepts, Philosophy
General Orientation of Value Engineering Techniques
The Importance of Evaluating our Hlabits and Attitudes
Recognition of "Roadblocks" and Overcoming Them
What Value Engineering ('an Do for this Division or
Operation
Break
Selection of Product for Study
Get All the Facts.
Determine Conts
Determine the Function
Functional Workshop
Lunch
Put i $ on the Speci~cations and Requirements
Functional Workshop
Project Work (Gather Project Information)

Project Work (Gather Project Informntion) Correlate Project Information
and Determine Project Function
Session III
15 minutes
30 minutes
30 minutes
15 minutes
15 minutes
2 hours
1 hour, 15 min.
1 hour, 45 min.
2 hours

Developing Alternatives
Creativity
Creative Workshop
Blast and Create
Break
Creative Workshop (on Operation Projects)
Lunch
Project Work (Creative Session on Project)
Determine Function and ('reate

Session. IV
30 minutes
:3 hours, 15 mill.
1 hour, 15 miin.
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Recap on Information Gathering and Development of
Alternative Phaaes
Project Work (Correlate Information From Functional
and Creative Efforts)
Lmwh

Session V
3G
15
15
15
15
15

minutes
minutes
minutes
minutes
minutes
minutes

15 minutes
I hour, 45 min.
I hour, 15 rin.
15 minutes
15 minutes
15 minutes
15 milutes
15 minutes
15 minutes
2 hours. 15 min.

Every Idea Can Be Developed
The Importance of Testing and Verification
How To Refine Ideas
Put a $ on Each Idea
Evaluate the Function
Evaluate by Comparison

t

Break

Project Work-Evaluate+ Ideas
Lunch
The Use of Specialty Vendors
Consult Vendors
Use Specialty Products, Processes and Materials
Use Company and Industrial Specialists
Use Company and Industrial Standards
Break
Project Work (Investigation of Project Ideas)

Session V71
60 minuteq

Introduction of Specialty Suppliers

15 minutes

Vendor Display Time

15 minutes
2 hours
I hour, 15 rain.
60 minutes
15 minutes
15 minutes
2 hours, 15 rain.

Break
Project Work
Lunch
Introduction of Specialty Suppliers
Vendor Display Time
Break
Project Work

¶

Session VII
Project Work
Session VIII
Project Work
Session IX
3 hours, 45 rain.
1 hour, 15 min.
15 minutes
15 minutes
Session X
3 hours, 45 rain.
I hour, 15 rain.
30 minutes
I hour, 45 wain.

Project Work
Lunch
D'veloping the Proposal
Motivate Positive Action
Project Work

-

Project Work
Lunch
Value Engineering a New Tool for Evoryone To Use
Project Work (Wrap-up)
Managoement Presentation
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Chapter VII

j

MOTIVATION AND INCENTPVES
A. Personnel

Intodulon
and product
to delivery
eliery
fddleto schedules
cheule andprouct
second fiddle secod
performance. In the defense industry concern
about military effectiveness and desire to buy
timeten

tooverhel
pr~ure tocutcoss,

Everyone in the DOD/Industry complex accepts
the principle that costs should be held down. The
rewards for reducing costs (or penalities for not
reducing costs) are not, however, as tangible in
the military
products business as they areS*in the
•'•
commercial products business. Thus, there is a
S
need for special motivating actions to reduce costs
of military products--actions by both Government
!and co~tractor personnel.
It has been stated in previous chapters that
organized value engineering programs are an
important means for achieving cost reduction because they focus on the cost of achieving required
function. But an organized value engineering
program may still fail unless there is a tangible
reward for implemeiiting valid V.E. change
proposals.
This chapter discusses concepts and techniques
for motivating V.E. programs in the DOD/Industry complex.

One of the strongest motivating influences
their manageknowledge
the program
personnel
on supportsis the
ment.
andthat
is closely
followent ports th
e ogr mand
cely follring its progress. Evidence of managementinterways such
as
in a number
eat
can be
management
policy of
statement
on the
ssuance
of ashown
ssub

ance

a

t poE. tratn

t onsth

guest speakers and participation in award cere-

gues
rscandai individual
intoandangroupardcontriceremonies recognizing
butions to the program.
Outside of special awards, it is not possible

Motivation Within DOD
Within the Department of Defense there are
two composite groups concerned with V.E. One
group consists of people: the management, techrocu
r
t

to provide direct financial incentives for Government personnel in the Department of Defense as
a means of motivating superior effort in value engineering. Nevertheless, shipyard or arsenal
conunanding officers, procurement managers and
system directors presently are evaluated on the
efficiency of their organizations. Historically,
the emphesis on the cost elements of their aetivities has not been as strong as it is in private industry. There are ways and means, however,
such as fitness reports, evaluations for promotion
and public recognition, to focus attention on the
financial aspect of performance. The Departinent of Defense cannot be operated or judged in
the same profit-oriented manner as private industry. Notwithstanding that, a specific re-emphasis
of the importance of cost considerations should be
made, especially as value engineering contributes
to them. Value eAngineering effort and effectivenes8 should become an element of career and promotion evaluation for all Department of Defense

the various procurement or industrial activities,
who provide the Anvironment for the V.E. effort,
make the final evaluation of V.E. proposals and,
in some cases, perform the value engineering
studies. Thp other group is made up of the organizations concerned with product value, such as
arsenals, shipyards and procurement activities,

B. Organioati~ns
For the Department of Defense as a whole,
and for major organizations within it, certain
nactions can be taken to motivate cost reduction
efforts, including value enginecring. Those
actions involve the establishment api enforcement
of basic cost reduction policies, such as the current

nical, procurement and fiscal staffs associated with

esnlcnntd
vthVE
persaonnel connected with V.R

I
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The Ofilce of the

Another of the motivating formes behind value

Secretary of Defense provides policy for the DeThecommand
policies
as each
a whole.
partment
of Defense by
Service,
be implemented

e~gineering is a company's desire to show the cusfruitful
are
(DOD)
that active,
temer
the value
increaseefforts
costs and
to reduce
being made

and .ctivity in a manner which clearly sets targets establishes methods for evaluating progress
aguinst the targets and provides means for assigning specific responsibilities for the actions required
to meet the targets. The specific implementing
policies and directives must be tailored to the
needs and procedures of each organization.
Motivation In Industry

of defehse products. Although cost, reduction always has been imunortant to defense contractors,
it, is even more so today in view of the specific continning requirements for efficiency demanded by
DOD.
lit addition to increasing a company's ability
to compete effectively for new business and satisfying the customer, value engineering provides
another important benefit: increased profit on fu-

When dealing with the problem of motivating
defense industry, it is again necessary, as in the
Case of DOD, to distinguiih between those motivating forces aimed at persons and those directed
toward organizations. A discussion of the moti-

ture and existing business through financial incentives provided for successful V.E. efforts. The
formal and legal approach to those financial incentives is contained in Section I, Part 17, of the
Armed Services Procurement Regulations. Since

vating techniques directed at each of these groups
is presented below,
A. Pemsonnel
Within industy y there are two categories of
personnel concerned with value engineering activities. One group consists of those people who do

the ASPR provisions serve as the basis of all V.E.
efforts connected with defense hardware, a discussion of the basic concepts underl1ing them is prosented in this Handbook.

the actual value engineering work, The other
group includes the peripheral groups which provide service or evaluation assistance to the V.E.

To ensure a clearer and more complete understanding of the ASPR financial incentives for
value engineering it is necessary, before discuss-

group, as well as management which provides

ing the incentives themselves, to discuss briefly

overall direction and policy for the V.E. function.
For both these groups, the same motivating

the ASPR definition of value engineering, the
type of V.E. effort to which ASPR is directed and

techniques described for use in the Department of
Defense apply equally well. Since private indus-

the part which V.E. is considered to play in contract performance.

DOD Cost Reduction Program.
Smust

&Y:

. -I
Financl

Incntlves Provlded in ASPR

try has more flexibility than the Department of

In this Handbook, value engineering is de-

Defense in matters of promotion, evaluation,

scribed and defined rigorously with primary em-

raises, career enhancement, etc., the techniques can
be more easily applied. In addition, industry can
use such techniques as financial awards and bo-

phasis on how it is performe... In ASPR, however, the definition of value engineering is based
mon"o on the kinds of ,results to be obtained from

nuses as well as incentive plans based directly on
performance. Industry should take advantage
of its greater flexibility in motivating superior

it and deacripitions of some of the areas where it
can be applied. Although a comparison may indicate differences between the two definitions,

performance by those persons or groups connecto,!d with or responsible for V.E.
B. Companies and Organizatiom
For industry as a whole, and specific companies or organizations within industry, there are
several motivating forces prompting the use of
value engineering, all related directly or indirectly
to increased earnings and profits. One of those
factors is the part whidh V.E. can play in improving a company's future compelitive position, ultimately leading to increased business and higher
profits.

careful study will show that there is no conflict
between them. The reason that any difference
t(,Xists is because the ASPR definition is intended
for contractual use, while the Handbook definition
is intended for the use of those engaged in doing
or managing value engineering.
It is also important to note that the V.E. effort
contemplated by the ASPR is that which leads
to changes requiring Governmnent approal. It
goes without saying that V.E. changes not requiring, approval AVO
highly profitable to contractors. lIn commercial work and on somne types of
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fitxc r•;ie Government contracts, the contractor
usually keeps 100% of the savings. This Handbook is directed to all V.E. efforts, but primarily
to efforts leading to changes which require DOD
approval.
The use o: V.E. by a contractor is considered to
be an effort additional to what is ordinarily required of him because V.E., as far as the ASPR
is concerned, is intended to lead to changes in
what the customer (DOD) originally specified as
required in a given product, system or item. In
other words, V.E. challenges existing products,
designs and specifications with the goal of finding
and eliminating unnecessary cost. This concept,
as well as those already presented above, plays
an important part. in the ASPR incentive
provisions.
Although a number of different techniques have
been used to provide contractors with finaicial motivation for doing value engineering, the
current approaches essentially fall into two
categories. One is through the provision of incentives based on nactual results achieved from voltntary contractor V.E. programs. The second is
through the inclusion in some contracts of specific
program requirements for V.E., with direct DOD
funding and such control and monitoring as is
ordinarily required to ,nsure compliance with contract requirements. Each of those approaches is
discussed below,
A. Inoentiv.e Proiju
The incentive method specified in ASPR
for motivating cost reduction through value emgineering is to allow contractors to share in V.E.
savings. Sharing of savings is a basic element
of the incentive concept because it ties results and
reward together.
Other important elements of the incentive
concept are the risk which the contractor takes in
doing value enginoering and the amount of profit
whichl the contractor can earn by investing his
available reources in cost reduction techniques.
Those elements are compensated for in the in-

used by the Department of Defense. Application
of the principle to V.E. should present no new
problems to those presently engaged in defense
business.
The risk and alternative investment concepts,
although they may be similar in some respects 'o
present incentive contracts, nevertheless are
unique when applied to value engineering. The
risk element is heavily influenced by the fact that
value engineering proposals are subject to government approval before they can be implemented.
Thus, a contractor performing value engineering
is not completely in control of the results of his
efforts. The risk of disapproval is taken into account when setting the saving-sharing ratio.
The alternative investment concept is based
on an awareness that contractors constantly choose
among alternative investment opportunities. A
contructor will tend to channel his resources of
time, money, and manpower into those areas or
projects which return the greatest profit to him.
In the cost reduction areas, for example, value
engineering is but one of a number of useful tools
available to a contractor. Since V.E. can benefit
many DOD projects other than the specific contract to which it is originally applied, it is desir.
able for DOD to encourage contractors to select
V.E. efforts in preference to other efforts with
only limited cost reduction application. Again,
as in the case of the risk element, the saving-sharing ratio is adjusted toward that end.
Specific details and guidelines are contained
in .he ASPR for determining what saving-sharing
ratio to use for each type of contract and under
what conditions.
B. Prograim Requiminims
Under certain conditions, it will be in the
best interest of the government to make value
engin-eorinng a required contractor fiction rather
than making the use of V.E. optional as in the
case of the incentive provision approach discussed
above. ASPR recognizes the need for required
V.E. programs tinder some contracts and provides

centive approach to value engineering by adjust-

methods for including them in the contracts. The

ing the ratio by which contractor and government
share in savings. Thus, dependingon the eircumnstances, the saving-shbtring ratio will vary from
contract to contract,
The principle of tying reward to risk through
sharinig savings is the same principle as the one
applicd to the cost element of contract performance
in the various incentive contracts currently being

approach is to describe the type of prograin
desired, sometimes including specifications, and
then to reqnire that the contractor establish and
maintain the described program at a measured
level of effort. As would be expewted, the quality
and quantity of re.silts produced by the program,
will be followed closely hy the DOD contract
administrators.
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The situations which might call for use of the
required program approach to value engimoering
usually involve either or both of the following
circumstances:

organizations of which thoy are members, for both
the Department of Defense and industry. For
personnel in DOD the two main sources of motivation are: (1) management's overt demonstration of

First, in a development contract the nature of

support for the program; and (2) the considera-

ithe cont'rnct may be such that it. is desirable to

tion in the evaluation of individual performanev

For DOD

apply V.E. to the product or system immediately

of contribution to product value.

after initial design efforts. In some eases of this

groups and organizations, establishment of basic

lypa, detailed cost data are not available promptly
enough to permit an accurate determination of the

cost. reduction policies, together with the setting
of specific targets for cost. reduction, serve as the

savings produced by the V.E. effort. Under these
circumnstances, opportunities for saving-sharing
by the contractor may be severely limited, and the
inventfiye for doing VE. on a voluntary basis

primary meapis of motivating superior performancie, especially when coupled with reporting
systems to measure progress.
For personnel in industry, the same techniques

virtually non-existent.

applied to DOD personnel can be used, plus addi-

The required program

maty he the only practical wity to obtain V.E.
efforts of the type and level desired.
Seoond, a contract may of itself offer little
opportunity for sufficient savings generation to
motivate contractor VE. efforts. For exatmple,
the contract. may be too small or of too short. durntion to permit. the development., evaluation and

'mplementation of V.E. l)roposals. The government may, however, be aware of other similar contracts in planning or in being which could benefit
indirectly from V.E. performed in the contract.
In such a case, use of the required program approach would be the only way to obtain the desired
V.E. efort.

Summary
Provision of effective motivating forces for the
V. E. effort requires the use of teclmiques directed
at. the personmel involved in the effort and at. the

tional devices such ns awards and bonuses.
For companies as a whole the desire to iniprove
compe niesia aa
ciete desto
iro
fiomptiive position and achieve customer sacisfaction ervo in part to motivate the performance
of value engineering. In addition, financial incentives are used to spur extra effort. Such incontives are described in ASPR, and consist, of
two approaches:
* Incentive provisions which provide for sharing between the Department of Defense and
the contractor of savings generated by V. E.
efforts performed voluntarily by the contractor.
0 Required program efforts of DOD-specified
scope, level and type.
Each approach has its merits depending upon
the specitic situation to which it is applied.
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PROGRAM CONTROL
Chapter VilI
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trol and monitorship) by those responilblu foiatchievting its objectives. This is pairticularly true
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of value engineering because, of the criticalned
to aloaesac
e~iia aet
namanner
which maximizes the return on their use.
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ae reuird oconrol
engineering program: the establishment of
ystrn nd n adit
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targt reortng
l devc isdd -a-u ditd
ere
ort in sytr
svtarget Eavings, a
s~stm.
heseconroldevces
achof
s dscused
in this chapter. Collectively they provide a means
nol
to accurately measure thle. progr2ss, of the progra
anrl a method of directing value en~gineering
kdforts toward a maximum contribution to produtct
value.

Savings Targets
In oderto
maimumsavngs
otai
romthe
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value enigineering of military hardware, it. is inp
pratto establish relsi
ai,
ol.Tee
hs
goaltientif
goas
denif pfrealitc
pefomace targets for- those entgaged in the V.E. effort. They provide tan addedl
impetus to the V.E. groupto~. coticeti nite their
efforts on projects promibing the greatest (dollar
~return per manl hour of V.E. effort.
it. is decsirable to hui ak down tatrgets as mutch
as possible so that each level of V.E. effort has it
specific goal. Since the basic objective of V.E. is
to reduce Posts, targets should always be. expre.'med
in terms of dollars. Wherever ptossibl)e, targe~tt
breakdownts should In, established oil indi vidnidt
jprojeets and evenl onl pieces of hardware.
Tarrets altonld be set at reasonable levels:
Eireasonnablen in this context meants thait thbe target
should not lye set -;o high ats to be Lnuonittmnahie not
should it bp so low ats to require little effort to
exceed it. 'The target level should be attainable
only by a superior effort.
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It is difficult to provide precise. instruction-, on
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of net savinigs
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doe~nite!nted, a1reasonable ratio of ret urn is gelnerally held to be ten to one (except for developo M).
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edrdc
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one
Therefore,
see page.
tion of ond~ liitems:aln
mlethod (if establishing atsavings target is to 'ompute (lhe antivipated cost of the V E. effort and
multip)ly it by ten to establish a savings target. A
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smeaaerelveof(trduiothug
%-nineenginepring onl tbe entire pro.4ict unix. Tro
clarify this latter method, assume at product conmposed of ten parts or components. Since it
normially will not be possible to nhbject n'l ten comnpoeit tority detaile
teapi
c.Etn
tion of P, priort
iection
system:
will
id'
the three or four iteitis that are to be analyzed
depth (see Chapter 111). klthough 20u%, 30%c or
even 4t0% reduct ion in cost of a ootinlltiient often
is achiev-edl through V.E.. I lie total cost of the end
product ohi~iously is not retluced this much. An
acror h-h
a Iure
-' of 5%' totl cost reduictiou,
is reaisonable, and1 targets cati be established on
this hagis.
Targets should not he estr * led and (he- for.
gotten, Thiey nittxt be griven :ontinued publicity.
Progress toward the targets must be measured on
a con1tinuing basis. Measuirement of progress- is
ar1coniplished through Anot her program control
dJevice, the repor-tingrSV.t eta.

Reporting System
The reperting systenis described in this chapter
are those required for effective progcunt coiltrol.
Trhey can provide thle ituput datr to the D)OD Cost

He(Inct ion l'regraiui.

hichlv i-uares thle report ing

oif %shne engineering 41%iligs in additio i0
t sativhugs, achieved lin man'y ot hor cost J-ediuct ion areas.
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tools by which a V.E. prograitn is (lirect ly matnaged
wvhile the, latter is designed to report end results.
The~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Listed belowV are items Of informiatioin which
4normally would h0 included ill a V.E. pirogramn
control reporting system within it contractor or
Government iniduistrial activity. At higher reLlporting
levels, not jitl itemst would appear and of
those that (10 appear IinflhI wouiii hr sumninai-i;Wd
rather than reported in detail.
* Identificatiotn of the preparing unit.frteboei
* Dat.# the r. port. was prepared.
* Time periodl covered by the report.
* Number of Y.E, projects currently uinder
study.
* Estimalted potential dollar savings onl projepts tinder study.
* Number of V.E. proposals currently under
evaluation, either inhouse or by customer.
* Estimated dollar savings onl propogals under
evaluation, if approved,
0 Breakdown of "a9ge" of prioposals tinider' evaluation-0 to W0days, 90t to 180 days, over 18t0
days.
* Number of V.E. projects approved and ianplemented-the reporting period and year to
date.
0 Dollar savings of approved amid implemented
projects (only net savings should be re
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*'Icuioi
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NunnLs'' of active contritets containing V .F.
provisions brokeni down by Itype of provisions
iwpiired fuitidedl effort or savings sharing
apptroachs).
ollar' vallue of act ire contrachR containing
V.EF> prov isioans broken down b3 type of pro'ioi(asbve

*

Nunmber of V., p~rop)osails tpproved for implenietitat ion t his nionthi and year to date.
*DolrsvnsM
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o
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reportnig periodi aol'i year' to date and also
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accomplighed inI thle
current year and in future year's.
* N1111ile of V.Fi. change jiroposals currently
uider ev'alual ion.
* Est iunated dollitr savings onl proposal,- under
evaluation if applrovedl,
* lBreakdowu-t of *ilge of proposals under evid111tion-o( to !Mo datys. 9o to 180 dlays, over
1X(0 (lays.
S List of p~roposals approved during curetist
repocrting period, including brief description
of proposal. 7)01) net savings anticipated,
contratctor- share of savings (if aity) and appl icatbili ty of chanuge elsew here, if feasible.
For ,lost activities, tile above (l~tit call be arranged oin it single sheet of standard size paper
using thle reverse, side for tile individual item
listiings.
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Exhibit 1
LIST OF REPRESENTATIVE QUESTIONS TO BE ASKED BY V.E.
AUDIT TEAMS
1. I )oes thI i'organiIz~im loiiin
ye it p >1 yil

tAi~t
toel it 'rwi rd

lug

N-111tie

ongi

-

2, Arrim 111)1omentalit o pioce-duiis
iV 11 l isli t&~ and in Ilse?
3. Dons~ ii ta tiiigeiielit exhiit
I it ii rsisitemi 1111((.4fliiiiii ing tiwtereit fit the

4. Aw sojoifie uct oltis taIkei to) "close tho Iop" ) ft*er vhiite nlginleering
jiro
)o-.1bl
liaio 1een geneorated?
1
5. D)oes the org1-ilitizat ioti swlect its vitlie mitgiiieerinig projec~ts oil it 83Sflý. 11ir1-t is tho

aIverage silviiigs-tii-com 1 mic achieved by tile value cangi-

i. Is the' valuc onghiee~ritg effort oeganiml lit fil offective imulner?
H.Is the value enginieeringr privivin
adequitately stu ffed?
t.N
Is iitiagomnent set4 lg realist i.- tmrgets for tile i'alte engineering
li0. D)oes thec V.E. reporting s~ystem aersimirtely report tie proigres

of the

programII

11. Are there p~eriodic. iudits of tile value eingineering funct ion ?
1-2. Is there a forutnil1 proeevittie for doimiewhing and avwid"ig savings.
resu Ithig fron. vifi te etngiitevring e'tror s?
13. Is nuanageienet providlijig nidequtate incelt~ives for the perfonnance of
vaflue tvigineering?

14. Ar. hiternal reviews of %-ltte enlginleprilg iliati1ge, plropos~ls Sumfl.
(lyetui lei nd ana
mild(vt ir il so its to ensure at high jterientage of ticceptance
of proposels by the customler?
15. Are) V.E. proposals, given propor ,ittention by projeci suimervision?
16. D~oes thie organizittioi Ilse ithe )urdinusing agents' talents and experivire in design reviews, Itardwivaro itnalysis. seminars, and task forces?
17. D~oes: vithio vighineering Nvork with the inaterial department to searelt
for aind dinwiitinato informaltion onl liw t'..
-IQ-~ z,~~iet,
an.,
SiiasuIppliers ?
18. Are valuie echeek lists hicludedi iii ad] ttppliecihle RFQ's? With 'what
results?
W!.H-ow -,fliet(tdo thme hoitcds of vA'lue en1ginleering activit~ies at-tend valueorioelt & ilil ital-3 111id imiiliist-iial Ponferetwes tuid meet~ings outside the
4r(Iktit

20. D~oes 11iana1getlitelt supp~ort. a itA-1110 eigince-ring tra~iniing prograim
21. What is thep ditrtt ion of formitd t rainiing emiinaul3?
2:ý. MuitA is the genraoil teirtoio, conimenteitild11( critieisin celjct-d fromn
pmafiv i piti s at1 10 conlehIui on of .lhe aýilnim
na
'23. H-w 'Auitable are the1 ProNjects selected foe seminar traininig?
24i. 1hait i, fihe spectritni of pr-ojec-ts selevted for- selninars?

I
25. IHave accurase costai of paits. proc-vs&e mpthYtPls, labor, and all other
rDmwat
26. Have worthwhile seiniar prolmsaB been implemented?
27. Hu.. proper funding been recsived nfr perdunnei time and fa.ilitiefl
for seminar trainingV
2•. On what, bmia are full-time value engincra selected
21, Are house organs and bulletin boards used to publicize the program
and its accomplishments?

charges been obriinwI for wminar
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